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Edsel Ford: The Businessman as
Artist
A Wealth of Creative Abilities

John Dean

1 This  essay’s  objective  is  to  examine  an  overlooked,  outstanding  example  of  the

businessman as artist, Edsel Bryant Ford. To consider his skill as automobile designer;

his  forceful,  innovative  management  of  advertising  and  public  relations;  his  adept

painting, sculpting and photography; his exceptional sense of personal elegance; the

creation by his wife and himself of a remarkable personal residence; his philanthropic

enterprises; his challenging, adroit and often deeply frustrating dealings with his own

father Henry Ford; and, last but not least, his use of Diego Rivera—a man strangely

misunderstood in his own time as the artist who did not do business. 

2 Edsel Ford’s life story happened in a unique American city, Detroit, Michigan, which

the late New York Times journalist R. W. Apple almost perfectly labelled as “a city built

on four wheels and a full tank.”1 So Detroit itself needs to be explained as well in order

to place the text of the man in the context of his environment. Altogether this brief

critical sortie can only begin to explore the vast territory covered by Edsel Ford, his

times, his city and the extraordinary issues with which this man and his environment

were  involved—to  open  doors  on  vast  libraries  and  disappearing  archives  of

information,  to  offer  an  analysis  of  materials  and  questions  that  are  still  in  their

relatively early stages of national cultural history and international public awareness.

3 This essay seeks to move to an analytical culmination of men and elements which were

different yet similar: Edsel Ford, Diego Rivera, and the material and spiritual nature of

the Detroit Industry Murals. All of which brilliantly combined in the special conditions

of the early American Great Depression years and the new-born Goliath of Detroit. This

city was then America’s most overheated cauldron of economic, social,  and cultural

health and sudden illness brought on by the nation’s worst economic crisis to date.

Edsel Ford’s life story happened in a spectacular period of American boom, bust, and

boom again. It will be told in part by order of the people, the place, the problem, and its

solution. Character is fate. It can also be national identity. Specially when enormous
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fortunes, ambitions, needs and opportunities are involved with conflicting currents of

achievements and disasters. Which is what happened here.

 

I

4 Edsel Bryant Ford (1893-1943) was the only child of Clara Bryant Ford and Henry Ford.

He was born in Detroit, Michigan, when it was known as the “City Beautiful” famed for

its shaded boulevards lush with enormous elm, maple and chestnut trees and its large

frame houses painted white or dark green that glistened in the bright air and bracing

winds blowing in off the Great Lakes. It was a time when horses, buggies, prosperous

pedestrians,  playful  children,  colorful  street  vendors,  private carriages and bicycles

ruled  the  streets.  In  1893  the  first  electric  streetcar  clanged  its  way  down  wide

Woodward Avenue out to Bloomfield Hills and Pontiac, Michigan. And then came the

horseless carriages.2

5 In the United States back then Charles Brady King and Henry Ford in Detroit, Ransom E.

Olds  in  Lansing,  Michigan,  Duryea  Motor  Wagon  Company in  Springfield,

Massachusetts, The Franklin Car Company in Syracuse, New York, The Mitchell-Lewis

Company in  Racine,  Wisconsin,  The  Willys-Overland Company in  Toledo,  Ohio,  The

Pullman Automobile  built  by  the  York  Motor  Company in  York,  Pennsylvania,  and

many other businesses in Michigan and nation wide began creating and tinkering with

these newfangled mechanical wonders. The automobile’s development in and around

Detroit  soon seemed to take on a  gigantic  momentum of  its  own.  In the twentieth

century  about  3,000  different  automobile  nameplates  would  be  sold  in  the  United

States. Most of these were made by American producers selling their goods prior to

1950. It was a time and a place, a way that was and is no more.

6 At the start of this business nobody came close to Michigan and Ford. By 1918 half of

the world’s cars were Ford Model Ts. By 1939 the state was the home to 63.9% of all

wage earners in the automotive industry.3 Other car companies came and went. Like

Britain, France, and Germany in Europe, in the car industry people soon recognized

Detroit’s Big Three—GM, Ford, and Chrysler as the giants. Each seemed nations in and

of  themselves.  Ford  descended  from  first  place  in  the  1920s  but  never  lost  its

prominence  or  essential  prosperity.  Ford  remained  the  salient  “universal  car”  as

automobility shaped America and as the United States became a nation of individuals on

wheels.

7 In 1900 the USA had about two thousand automobiles,  less than ten miles of paved

concrete road, and twenty million horses. In 2000 the USA had an estimated two-fifths

of all passenger cars in the world, over two hundred and twenty one million registered

motor vehicles (more vehicles than licensed drivers)—with figures rising yearly by the

millions4—and a  lot  fewer  horses.  Life  changed.  Mobility  ruled.  The  car  became as

ordinary and international as TV, tourism or teenagers. 

8 Once the hub of the new wheel was this City on the Straits—le Détroit,  so named by

Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac when he founded the city as a French trading post in 1701.

The people and the place showed a genius for adapting to different times and markets.

Edsel  Ford grew up with Detroit  as  it  passed from its  state of  serenity and bucolic

charm to  become the  automobile’s  cradle  of  creativity,  its  smoky  seedbed  of  mass
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production,  and  its  world  capital  without  rival—with  his  family’s  company  at  the

cutting edge.5 

 

II

9 Edsel  Ford was known as the most outstanding young American industrialist  of  his

generation. He was president and design director of Ford Motor Company for twenty-

five years (1919-1943) and without his cool guidance, firm common sense and loyalty it

might not have survived. The young US movie industry of the time was speckled with

Edsel  Ford  figures  such  as  actors  Wallace  Reid  (1890-1923)  and  Douglas  Fairbanks

(1883-1939). It was a type of man who was essentially urban, and who ingeniously coped

with America’s big city problems and its new inventions which made them prosperous.

He was a type of man who steadfastly maintained a full set of morals and proprieties

while he lived his life as a cheerful swashbuckler in constant high gear.6

10 Off the record in the 1920s this portrait was reinforced by a Ford Motor Company in-

house biography of Edsel Ford whose style bears all the hall marks of the oratorical

flourishes of Ford Motor Company spokesman William John Cameron (1878-1955) and

possibly Samuel Crowther (1878-1955). Most likely this encomium was written around

the time Edsel Ford became company president. Never released for public consumption,

this  biography  is  redolent  with  the  sentimental  optimism  of  Victorian  poetry  and

Arthurian  idealism,  a  very  romantic  reading  of  an  industrial  crown  prince’s

enthronement. Which brazenly declared: “In 1912, when Edsel Ford was nineteen years

of  age,  he  completed  his  course  in  the  University  School  and  began  his  personal

connection with the gigantic concern which is his twin brother, or better still, is his

sword ex-calibre,  forged by his father,  with which if  he be strong enough, he shall

achieve  great  deeds.”7 A  romantic  narrative  was  the  proffered  model  of  his

achievement.

11 But  great  deeds  according  to  whose  wishes  and  how?  Edsel  Ford  did  not  like  the

limelight.  He was a man camouflaged by his own creations,  the chance blunders of

history,  a  person of  few words and much action,  a  duke of  dark corners.  One may

rightly  say  about  Edsel  Ford  what  US  historian  William  Leuchtenburg  noted  about

Franklin Delano Roosevelt and John F. Kennedy at their best: “Each had an upper-class

education, found a life of public service more attractive than money-grabbing, and each

had a respect for the decencies. At heart, too, each had a kind of patrician reticence, an

impervious private dignity.”8 

12 In  comparison  with  Roosevelt  and  Kennedy  what  is  perhaps  difficult  for  the

contemporary reader to accept or understand here about certain business people of

Edsel Ford’s generation (for he was actually not born into great wealth) is the belief and

practice—still common among his contemporaneous entrepreneurial businessmen like

Detroit’s James Couzens (1872-1936) or Henry Leland (1843-1932)—that a business was a

public trust in which the owner had a patriarchal responsibility to one’s community.

Business was the art of social concern.9 In the generation prior to Edsel Ford’s in Detroit

this trait was potently evident in ex-shoe salesman and eventual owner of Pingree and

Smith  Shoe  Co.,  the  US  West’s  largest  shoe  manufacturing  concern,  Detroit’s

progressive mayor Hazen S. Pingree (1840-1901).10

13 The mystery of Edsel Ford the man was greatly a matter of his birthright. As fate would

have it, he was the son of the great entrepreneur Henry Ford who turned Ford into a
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brand name which still flourishes and is still mainly controlled by the same family since

it was founded more than a century ago in 1903. 

14 Like Jesus Christ in his Sermon on the Mount, Henry Ford had declared in 1907: “I will

build a motor car for the great multitude. It will be large enough for the family but

small enough for the individual to run and care for. It will be constructed of the best

materials,  by  the  best  men  to  be  hired,  after  the  simplest  designs  that  modern

engineering can devise. But it will be so low in price that no man making a good salary

will be unable to own one—and enjoy with his family the blessing of hours of pleasure

in God’s great open spaces.”11 And he did it.

15 Of  course  Henry  Ford  didn’t  do  it  alone.  But  to  most  Americans  of  the  time  the

accomplishment looked that way—reinforced by Ford Motor Company’s  advertising.

His cars were initially sold as certified because they were “mechanical triumphs” tested

and “driven by Mr. Ford”.12 For “The Ford Model T is a Popular Car”—Ford ad copy ran

in 1909—because the “Ford car part against part, feature against feature, design against

design,  material  against  material”  beats  all  others.  And  by  1925  Ford  ads  proudly

proclaimed (one in particular that captioned a picture of a rural doctor coming to make

his visit) that Ford was as:

Dependable As The Doctor Himself.
The dependability of the Ford car—like that of the family physician who uses it so
extensively—has become almost traditional. Instinctively you place a trust in this
car […] Such universal faith is the result of Ford reliability proved over a long period
of years—years in which quality has grown consistently better, while price has been
steadily reduced.

16 For Henry Ford, truth be told, liked the look and sound of things this way. “And Mr.

Ford to me was […] like a god! He was like a god,” as retired Detroit assembly line

worker “Red” Cole reflected with awe about Henry Ford in a late 1980s interview.13 Red

Cole’s opinion pervaded America.

17 As with Voltaire in the age of  the Enlightenment,  Henry Ford in the 20th century’s

modern Industrial Era meant more than the mere man himself. He was a one-of-a-kind,

successful  “natural”  (specially  through  the  1920s)  whose  character  and  career

nevertheless constituted in itself a prodigious, new era, a generational culture. As the

Victorian biographer John Morley wrote about Voltaire, so it may be said about Henry

Ford in the meteoric phase of his early career: “Many of his ideas were in the air, and

did not belong to him peculiarly; but so strangely rapid and perfect was his assimilation

of them, so vigorous and minutely penetrative was the quality of his understanding, so

firm and independent his initiative, that even these were instantly stamped with the

express image of his personality.”14

18 A reputation is a strange thing. It’s often what’s seen and not what is. A reputation is a

great noise, to paraphrase Napoleon, that can build, swell, remain and reach to other

generations even after land, monuments and nations have fallen. To be the only child

of Henry Ford was a bit like being the only child of Napoleon Bonaparte. In a popular

US poll of the time, Edsel Ford’s father Henry Ford was regarded as the third most

important  person  who  had  ever  lived—preceded  by  Bonaparte  and  Christ.  And

Americans still rank him as the 20th century’s greatest businessman.15 While Americans

who came of age after World War Two mainly know the name “Edsel” because of a

failed  automobile  given  this  family  name  and  unsuccessfully  sold  by  Ford  Motor

Company from 1957-1960. What once sparkled as a diamond became dulled to a lemon.
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Ironically  there’s  even  a  mountain  range  named  after  Edsel  Ford,  but  it’s  in  the

Antarctic.16

19 Edsel  Ford’s  own  worth  and  reputation  has  fallen  miles  below  his  actual

accomplishments. The mystery of the man is compounded of timely pressures, older

principles, and unique personalities. First, it wasn’t easy to come of economic age and

power as he did. His family’s concern was a huge business but a tight little company.

Henry Ford owned an estimated 55.45% of  Ford Motor Company.  Edsel  Ford owned

41.65%. And Henry Ford’s wife Clara Bryant Ford owned 3%.17 Closed circle. By the mid

1920s the automobile Fords were among the top four wealthiest people in America,

worth about eleven billion dollars in today’s money—in so far as the exact sums were

publicly known. 

20 There had to be father-son competition to some extent. But to what extent exactly, we

shall  never know. Father always held the upper hand, but that didn’t mean he was

better  at  everything.  Father  and  son  took  the  inner  secrets  of  their  partnership’s

conflicts  and  resolutions  to  their  graves.  Edsel  Ford’s  own  son,  Henry  Ford  II

(1917-1987)  begrudged  the  elder  Henry  Ford  for  his  relation  to  his  father:  “My

grandfather killed my father in my mind. I know he died of cancer—but it was because

of what my grandfather did to him.”18 But this emotion obscures a rational truth. And

Henry  Ford  II—aka  “Hank  the  Deuce”  and  “Never  Complain,  Never  Explain”—was

notorious for his hot tempered judgements.

21 The all-too-human issue here is: what does a son do for a follow-up act when one’s

father is Henry Ford? Son-father, father-son competitive and complementary relations

are issues as old as mankind. For the son it can be like the pressure of a sprout against

the  earth  that  both holds  it  down and firms it  up.  Or  keeps  the  sprout  down and

crushes it out. How does the son become himself?

22 Edsel Bryant Ford was an agent of his own free will and creativity. He was not a victim.

He wasn’t making the best of a bad hand. He would change the rules of the game.

 

III

23 Each person is more than the sum of their oppositions—how and what we are because

of what we react against. But our reactions initially define us. We learn who we are as

we come of age because of the ways in which we are not like our mother, father, sisters

or brothers. Edsel Ford needs to be offset by his father to get him clearly into focus. His

case  was  specially  intense because this  defining contrast  pursued him publicly  and

privately his whole life long.

***

24 One of several strains that went into the make up of Edsel Ford was his creativity in

areas which his father did not fully understand. Of single importance for the success of

Ford Motor Company were Edsel Ford’s contributions in automotive styling. Together

with his design team headed by E. T. Gregorie (1908-2002), Edsel Ford revolutionized

the company’s automotive design. This was particularly visible in the Model A Ford, the

Lincoln-Zephyr, the first Lincoln Continentals—the earliest models of which in the late

1930s Frank Lloyd Wright called “the most beautiful car in the world”—the Ford sedans
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of the late 1930s, and the early Ford Mercury.19 The company made enormous aesthetic

progress  motivated  and  spurred  on  by  styling  competition  from  General  Motors

Corporation and Chrysler, by the newfound power of the US female consumer and her

preference for a good-looking car, by reacting against the backwardness of Henry Ford

when it came to automotive aesthetics (as opposed to automotive engineering and mass

production), and specially because of Edsel Ford’s own sharp eye for what was both

beautiful and useful.

25 Edsel Ford was primarily a visual communicator. His father was not. Henry Ford had

poor visual communication skills (legend had it that Henry Ford could not even read a

blue print); practically had image phobia.20 When journalist Ida Tarbell interviewed him

around 1915 and commented on his inability to apprehend visual images, Henry Ford

replied: “I do not understand them. The pictures I  love are those I  see through big

windows when I look out into the trees, trees where there are birds.”21 In the same

vein, the famed art dealer Joseph Duveen, 1st Baron Duveen (1869-1939) visited Henry

Ford  in  the  1920s  with  a  custom  made,  three  volume,  illustrated  book  collection

entitled “The Hundred Greatest Paintings in the World”—the originals of which Duveen

and his business partners were hoping to sell to Henry Ford. Henry Ford quite sincerely

didn’t understand why these art dealers wanted him to buy the originals when they

were  offering  him  these  illustrations.  Henry  Ford  responded  to  the  flabbergasted

Joseph Duveen and his entourage, who had traveled all the way from New York City to

present this offer, with: “But, gentlemen,” said Henry Ford, “what would I want with

the original pictures when the ones right here in these books are so beautiful?”22 

26 From his earliest childhood Edsel Ford was extremely adept at drawing and maintained

his skill throughout his life.23 He didn’t develop it as a necessity because he had to run

Ford’s design department. It was his great pleasure and ability. He was an avid amateur

photographer his whole life long. He had built  and used a photographic developing

room as an extension to his home office. He was an amateur painter and sculptor as an

adult, and as late as the winter of 1932-1933 was taking lessons in painting and art

history for his personal edification and delight.24 He was very good in his own visual

work, though he always insisted its status was only amateur. At the factory Edsel Ford

commandeered an enormous photography and film division for purposes of private

instruction and company record keeping.25 

27 He insisted on his own amateur level as an artist.  Partly,  I  believe,  because he was

fastidious about quality and precision. As the Great Depression deepened, he tried to

tender a social statement for the company and common good by commissioning the

commercial  photographer  and  precisonist  painter  Charles  Sheeler  (1883-1965)  to

commemorate  Detroit  in  general  and  the  Ford  Motor  Company  in  particular.  To

accomplish  this,  Edsel  Ford  worked  closely  with  Fred  Lee  Black  (1891-1972)  an

extroverted  jack-of-all-trades  at  Ford’s.26 As  head  of  the  Ford  Motor  Company

Advertising  Department  from 1927-1943,  Black  was  one  of  Edsel  Ford’s  closest  and

most-trusted colleagues. 

28 Fred Black’s and Edsel Ford’s commissioned photographs are rather like monumental

ice  sculptures—the  photographic  studies  of  the  Rouge  Plant—produced  by  Charles

Sheeler. Really quite beautiful photographs and, subsequently, paintings by Sheeler as

well; but frigid. And private. Filled with an oppressive emptiness like an eternity of

Sunday  afternoons.  Not  public  visions  so  much  as  solitary  insights.  Sheeler’s  Ford

photos  and  paintings  are  obsessively  perfect.  Sheeler  did  not  fill  in  the  dots,  he
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connected the atoms;  with buildings and landscapes defined to the point  of  hyper-

realism.27 

29 In the end Sheeler’s meticulous work did not translate to the general public. Sheeler

and his kind, notably Charles Demuth, Louis Lozowick, Georgia O’Keefe (in her 20s, New

York City paintings), George Ault, Niles Spencer, Elsie Driggs, Stefan Hirsch, and others

were “Immaculates” who reduced the visible world to dynamic geometric shapes; who

consciously celebrated the “America of  their  time by concentrating on what”—they

thought—“best  typified  its  power  and  self-sufficiency:  its  industrialism  [...]  [of]

factories, steel mills, elevators, and smokestacks.”28 Things. Machines. The satisfying

logic of productive structures.

30 When the Precisonists, and Charles Sheeler did not seize the heart and mind of the

public’s  attention,  it  became  Edsel  Ford’s  primary  intention  to  reach  out  as  his

company’s PR and arts’ manager to find someone who could materialize a vision which

moved the general public. And make a difference. This is where Diego Rivera became so

important and opportune in the life and times of Edsel Ford.

31 Edsel  Ford  personally  had  a  specially  keen  eye  for  managing  composition,  the

arrangement of shapes. His favorite color was grey, a shade known as “eagle grey”—

which one can see in his personal Lincoln Continental at the Edsel and Eleanor Ford

House to this day at Grosse Pointe Shores, Michigan. His eye for quality arrangement

was  a  great  asset  in  automobile  design.  He  specially  managed  Ford’s  upmarket

products,  mass  media  relations,  visual  appeal  and  advertising,  while  his  father

managed the engineering—specially for the mass market automobiles. 

32 Edsel Ford practiced styling in the largest sense of this term. As the biographer William

Richards noted in 1948 soon after Edsel Ford’s death, and following extensive research

both  in  the  early,  unexpurgated  Ford  Archives  and  in  personal  interviews  with

surviving witnesses among Ford Motor Company executives, “it was only after Edsel’s

appearance in a major role that radio programs, progressive sales campaigns and the

use of practically every form of advertising media appeared in the Ford picture.”29 

33 The actual purchase of Lincoln automobile from Henry Leland in the 1920s was a very

acrimonious affair. But the result was Edsel Ford’s successful emphasis on quality and

design with the revamped Lincoln automobile division of Ford Motor Company which

he directed. When the Lincoln purchase deal was being negotiated, Edsel Ford disclosed

with typical brevity and discretion to a friend with whom he was playing golf one day:

“Father made the most popular car in the world; I would like to make the best car in

the world.”30

34 Edsel Ford’s visual attention came out in two other striking, personal ways. 

35 In the mid 1930s New York City’s leading tailors publicized one of the first American

“Best-Dressed” lists.  Number one on the  list  was  Edsel  Ford,  number  ten was  Fred

Astaire—the good-humored, Omaha, Nebraska hoofer who “has done more this year to

encourage the wearing of tailcoats than anybody else”. While Edsel Ford was singled

out  as  “the  ‘Beau  Brummel  of  Wall  Street’”  and  “the  perfectly  dressed  business

executive.”31 Why?

36 Was “Beau Brummel” a misnomer? Because of Hollywood’s two movies about Brummel

and  popular  culture’s  subsequent  use  of  the  man  one  associates  Brummel  with

flamboyant  over-dressing  and  vapid  dandyism.  But  Brummel’s  dictum  was  that  “If

people  turn to  look at  you in  the  street,  you are  not  well  dressed.”32 It  demanded
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extraordinary exactitude to be elected America’s Best Dressed man. Money helped. But

money itself didn’t make it happen. 

37 Sometimes  wealthy  men who  did  make  America’s  Best  Dressed  list  in  Edsel  Ford’s

generation, notably Alfred P. Sloan of General Motors—with his signature high, white,

starched collars, who looked stiff as a plank of lumber, and always wore an anorexic

Boris Karloff face—was well-dressed, but not elegant.33 Edsel Ford from his childhood

was naturally elegant. He never dressed as a distinguished elder gentleman. His style

did not age. It was as classical as his best automotive designs, as neat as a Doric column.

Elegance lies in understatement and cool.

38 Then  there’s  the  Edsel  and  Eleanor  Ford  House  (completed  in  1929)  as  a  place,  a

heritage, and a personal expression. Grounds and building are on both the Michigan

State Register of Historic places (since 1977) and the US National Heritage of Historic

Places  (1979).  The  relatively  intimate  and simple  stone mansion itself  was  built  by

Detroit architect Albert Kahn (1869-1942) in close collaboration with Eleanor and Edsel

Ford’s wishes and personal research. 

39 It may sound odd to speak of a sixty-room house with three stories and a basement, on

an  area  of  land  originally  occupying  over  one  hundred  and  twenty-seven  acres

(including twenty-seven acres across Lake Shore Road) as “simple”. But a factor which

enhances its simplicity is the difference between the public, grandiose area downstairs

in the house designed to receive guests and the private family quarters upstairs. The

family’s private upstairs rooms are all about the size one would expect a normal, mid-

century, American middle class family to have. The rooms are cozy but not huge. They

are the sort of rooms one could almost imagine a suburban middle class Leave It  to

Beaver or Ozzie and Harriet family to have. Since the Edsel and Eleanor Ford residence

has become a house museum visitors, about 50,000 a year, are regularly surprised by

the modesty of the private family space.34

40 The  home’s  landscaping  is  however  quite  dramatic  and  remains  one  of  the  best

surviving samples of Jens Jensen’s school-of-the soil, prairie-style, native plants’ and

materials’ work in the United States. When Eleanor Ford passed away she donated the

house to the State of Michigan as a public center and museum. She wanted to “preserve

the  residence  for  some form of  public  use,”  so  that  it  could  remain  as  one  of  the

“witnesses to the past, as part of the history of the area, and as an enrichment in the

lives  of  future  generations”;  hence  the  residence  was  left  “along  with  suitable

furnishings [...] and the property to be used for the benefit of the public.” It exists and

thrives to this day as one of the few remaining “auto baron” estates in greater Detroit

and is a deliciously haunting celebration of place.35 

41 For a man who made cars, with their insatiable appetite for busy space, a place was

created far from noisy, hazardous traffic. Businessman as artist takes on another sense

here: the art of the home. As Winston Chrchill said: “We shape our buildings; thereafter

they  shape  us.”36 Here  is  home  as  a  cultural  instrument.  Stone  and  wood  are  the

dominating materials. The iron and steel mechanical modern is absent. It’s a positively

creative escape.

42 The elbow of land on which the Edsel and Eleanor Ford House rests on Lake Saint Clair

was used for many years by the large bands of Chippewa and Huron tribes who would

leave their families there when the men went down to the colonial fort at Detroit.37 The

Edsel and Eleanor Ford House is best seen in the early morning, among the lake fogs,

brushed away by the rising sun. Built to resemble a cluster of Cotswald cottages, it is an
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emotional  response  to  nature—“a  sort  of  lead  into  nature  through  sentiment  and

memory.”38 It is a romantic building. A structure of old stone, thick walls, blankets of

English grape ivy, lush lawns and great elms which stand like sentinels both delicate

and strong. But an invention and revelation of local reality. Since this is Michigan and

not the Cotswalds. 

43 The Eleanor  and Edsel  Ford home was  built  by  architect  Albert  Kahn at  a  discreet

distance  from  Clara  and  Henry  Ford’s  lugubrious,  cramped  and  architecturally

incoherent Fair Lane in Dearborn, Michigan, at the other side of town. (Clara’s and

Henry  Ford’s  Fair  Lane  has  since  been  made  far  more  coherent  since  it  became  a

national historical landmark). The Edsel and Eleanor Ford House is built with its back to

the land and its face to Lake St. Clair. Face to face with “earth’s eye; looking into which

the beholder measures the depth of his own nature.”39 Its sense of place is a green

garden floating on water, guided by the tall masts of trees, bulwarked by stone.

44 Philanthropy was another expression of Edsel Ford’s creativity. The immediate cause

was practical. Under the presidential administration of Franklin Delano Roosevelt in

the  Great  Depression  era  of  the  1930s  a  whole  new  range  and  depth  of  corporate

taxation was created by the US federal government. Firmly in power, Roosevelt pushed

for  a  wide  range  of  increased  corporate,  estate,  and  inheritance  taxes  along  with

“stepped-up income taxes on ‘very great individual incomes’.”40 

45 Eleanor  Ford  and  Edsel  Ford  likely  worked  closely  together  on  this  matter  of  the

Foundation  because  of  their  personal  preferences  and  the  customs  of  their  native

culture.  Since colonial  times—and for a variety of selfish,  unselfish,  and in-between

reasons in America—“giving money away in order to relieve distress or to advance

some cause considered worthy is something that individuals [...] have been willing to

do on a larger scale than in any other nation. One may say that Americans, living in

relative plenty, have had more to give than others.”41

46 By  the  early  twentieth  century  a  tradition  of  hard-nosed,  humanitarian  aid  and

institutions was well established in the United States, notably in the Midwest by the

Progressive movement and its outstanding local figures such as Henry Demarest Lloyd

(1847-1903), Jane Addams (1860-1935), and Detroit’s own J. L. Hudson (1846-1912). We

know for a fact that Jane Addams was Eleanor Clay Ford’s own personal hero who she

tried to emulate in different ways. Edsel Ford’s wife grew up in her uncle J. L. Hudson’s

home after her own father died in 1908. Hudson was a major Detroit retailer who was

very actively engaged in local social welfare programs. There’s every reason to believe

that Eleanor Ford took her heritage of building and repairing the ladder of success for

her own family and the community very seriously. In turn the older couple of Henry

and Clara Ford promoted public education for the needy young by aiding individual

schools. But their son’s resourcefulness in the area of philanthropy was unprecedented

in either family.42

47 Without Edsel Ford’s leadership the Ford Foundation (1936- ) would not have existed. In

contrast to his father’s neglect, he created it.43 Since its inception the Ford Foundation

graduated from local philanthropic activities in Michigan to consistently being one of

the  three  biggest  philanthropic  trusts  in  the  world;  for  decades  it  was  the  world’s

largest. This achievement was due largely to Edsel Ford’s structured intention worked

out with his team of lawyers and the nature of his personal vision kept in action by his

wife Eleanor Clay Ford and Edsel Ford’s eldest son Henry Ford II. 
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48 This is not to say that the philanthropy of the wealthy is all  roses and sunshine. It

makes good sense as public relations. But the very rich are not obliged to take this

route when it comes to investing and developing their wealth.

49 A new chapter was written in American philanthropy beginning with the legacies of the

great Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Peabody and Higginson fortunes made in the late

nineteenth century. Carnegie preached “the man who dies rich dies disgraced”, but

that didn’t stop William Rockefeller—John D. Rockefeller’s partner and brother—from

giving almost nothing to charity. In 1930 there were only about one hundred and fifty

US charitable foundations, but by the year 2000 the number stood at more than forty-

two thousand. 

50 Should the wealthy choose to give has been a matter of choice and character. Basic

research  shows  that  the  vast  amount  of  charitable  donations  in  the  US  twentieth

century—about 85%—came from middle-class Americans and not from the high-profile

high rollers.  The matter  of  public  relations is  over  rated.  More to  the point  is  the

conversion of private wealth to public purpose to further individually chosen aims. Or

as the self-made American millionaire Percy Ross (1916-2001) supposedly once said:

“He who gives while he lives also knows where it goes.”44

51 One sees in the Ford Foundation a direct extension of Edsel Ford’s pioneering work in

Ford  Motor  Company’s  Sociological  Department  headed  by  John  R.  Lee  and  the

Reverend Samuel Marquis (1866-1948). This Ford Motor Company division was created

in  1913  and  phased  out  of  existence  in  the  early  1920s.  The  Ford  Foundation

subsequently  strongly  supported  social  science  research  and  education.  Edsel  Ford

publicly  stated  he  wished  he  had  experienced  more  education  (his  most  advanced

degree was his high school diploma, Detroit University School, 1912). The Foundation

paid special  attention to  scientific  research in medical  areas.  Edsel  Ford personally

suffered  from  acute  ulcers  in  the  last  decades  of  his  life  and  eventually  died  of  a

stomach cancer. Last but not least, as the Foundation developed it was used to correct

social ills engendered by Henry Ford in his own lifetime—notably his reckless, crowd-

pleasing anti-Semitism. 

52 With regard to Edsel Ford, his businessman’s creative art also resides in his imaginative

moral use of wealth to help build a legacy and to correct contemporary wrongs.

53 Eleanor and Edsel Ford had tried to set right Henry Ford’s anti-semitic wrongs while

Edsel Ford lived. But, unfortunately, could not. There were a lot of good things about

Edsel  Ford’s  father:  the  Model  T,  soy  bean  research and  development,  his  health

policies  regarding  vegetables  and  his  anti-smoking  campaigns,  his  attempts  to

deregionalize  factories,  Ford  Motor  Company’s  very  progressive  labor  policies  for

handicapped workers, and prior to World War Two his positive assistance for Detroit’s

African-American community (for which he was highly praised when he died in 1947),

and not least of all his Quixotic attempt to stop World War One with his ill-fated peace

odyssey on the ship the Oscar II to Norway in December 1915.45 

54 But  the story  of  Henry Ford and the Jews is  a  shameful  stain  on the man and his

reputation. 

55 This story has been told before and will be told again. From approximately early to

late-1920s Henry Ford owned a weekly newspaper called The Dearborn Independent.  It

was a kind of 1920s Grit.46 Henry Ford wanted it to be an inexpensive, wholesome family

newspaper with general feature articles that were meant to be “entirely nonfiction,
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educational, and presumably factual.”47 To emphasize his weekly’s family nature, its

main editorial  staff were initially listed as:  “Henry Ford, President.  C.  J.  Ford, Vice-

President. E. B. Ford, Secretary-Treasurer. E. G. Pipp, Editor.”48 That is, a father, mother

(Clara Jane Ford), son (Edsel Bryant Ford) production. 

56 The  Dearborn  Independent was  not  the  first  publication  launched  by  Henry  Ford’s

company, but it became his most notorious. Edsel Ford and his mother soon resigned

from  The  Dearborn  independent  in  silent  protest  against  his  father’s  policy  of  anti-

Semitism in the paper’s articles. But other people resigned first—as journalist Edwin G.

Pipp did in mid-April 1920.49 

57 From its first issue in January 1919, Henry Ford obliged Ford Motor Company dealers

across North America to distribute and sell his weekly newspaper. The rule was: no

newspaper,  no cars.  He wanted a million copies of  this  paper sold a week.  But The

Dearborn Independent didn’t sell and dealers wound up buying and junking copies. In its

first year alone The Dearborn Independent is estimated to have lost $284,000 (equal to

about  $3,491,621.43  in  2009  dollars).  In  its  inaugural  year  it  had  the  low  national

circulation of about 72,000. It finally went out of business in 1927, and probably never

turned a profit.50 

58 In May of 1920 The Dearborn Independent began an off-and-on series: “The International

Jew:  The World’s  Problem.”51 Edwin Pipp saw this  coming and resigned.  This  series

began with the three sentences:

The Jew is again being singled out for critical attention throughout the world. His
emergence in the financial, political and social sphere has been so complete and
spectacular since the war that his place, power and purpose in the world are being
given a new scrutiny, much of it unfriendly. Persecution is not a new experience to
the Jew, but intensive scrutiny of his nature and super-nationality is.

And so on.

59 The  accumulative  years  of  the  Dearborn  Independent’s  anti-Semitic  texts  are  very

difficult to read. It is rant; anti-foreigner harangues which vehemently scolded Jews

and non-Jews. About the Jewish people in particular, the paper noisily declaimed in a

fever pitch of soapbox anger:

There is no Christian church that the Jews have not repeatedly attacked52; Jews did
not create the popular song; they debased it. 53; Bolshevism is working in the United
States  through  [...]  Jewish  agitators.54;  Zionism  [...]  always  embroils  the  nations
which  become  Jewish  tools55;  This  propaganda  of  pogroms—‘thousands  upon
thousands of Jews killed’—amounts to nothing except as it illustrates the gullibility
of the press.56; Jews [...] constitute a problem for the Jews themselves [...] [and] It is
time for some one to call attention to the necessity of cleaning up on that problem.
57 ”

60 “The International Jew” was not the Wansee Conference and it fell short of calling for a

“final solution”. But, as can be read in these sample lines, it was a sick text for sick

times—nativist, 1920s, isolationist America; a time and temper castigated in the inter-

war, Warner Brothers, social-problem film Black Legion (1937, dir. Archie Mayo). 

61 The “International  Jew” series  was  immediately  published in  book form and never

copyrighted. It spread like a weed. From the 1920s onward The International Jew was

translated into far too many foreign languages. Plus translations of fraudulent anti-

Semitic materials were included in The Dearborn Independent. Most notorious of these

was the false Protocols of the Elders of Zion.58 
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62 The  reality  of  the  problem  was  far  bigger  than  The  Dearborn  Independent,  its  small

editorial staff and owner, and its low national circulation. The bias of anti-Semitism

was demographically larger and more socially acceptable in the US 1920s and 30s than,

for  example,  American  society’s  contemporary  bias  for  the  politically  correct  (PC),

vegetarianism,  or  People  For  the  Ethical  treatment  of  Animals  (PETA).  It  was  an

ordinary expression of American mass moralism, phobias,  and scape-goating. Henry

Ford’s  Model  T  was  an  achievement  that  fulfilled  Americans’  dreams  of  fast

independent mobility. The “International Jew” articulated common nightmares. 

63 But the repercussions were larger than this farmer’s son from Dearborn ever imagined.

Tragically Henry Ford was the only American referred to in Hitler’s Mein Kamp. And at

the Nuremberg War Trials the “Eternal Jew by Henry Ford” was cited by Reich Youth

Leader Baldur von Schirach as the source of his anti-Semitism.59 

64 On one level Edsel Ford’s father was a beneficial genius of US popular consumption, on

another  level  he  was  a  self-righteous  crank  with  extraordinary  access  to  public

attention. The perpetrators of “The International Jew” were moral and historical fools.

“Many things The Boss did were not understandable,” recalled Irving R. Bacon, Ford

Motor Company employee of long-standing as official photographer and painter.60 With

the luxury of hindsight the hardest—and least discussed—issue has been the ignorance

and supportive prejudice of America’s plain people themselves in this shameful matter.

65 Henry Ford was a car maker and not a word smith. These anti-Semitic articles were

probably  written  by  the  newspaper’s  editor,  the  enigmatic  William  John  Cameron

(1878-1955). Who was, by faith, a British-Israelite—member of a Christian sect which

believed the British to be the direct lineal descendants of the lost tribes of Israel. Mr.

Ford had a soft spot for eccentrics of all kinds; empathy of mirror image, no doubt. Or

the articles were written or enhanced by the man who had been general manager, then

treasurer  and  vice  president  of  The  Dearborn  Independent,  the  stern,  broody  and

bespectacled Ernest Gustav Liebold (1884-1956).61 

66 Ultimately what happened in The Dearborn Independent was the ancient phenomenon of

the scapegoat; what in modern society we refer to as a conspiracy or the conspiracy theory.

In every nation there is received history, half history, and secret history. In life there is

often tragedy without reason. The real world is not satisfying. The satisfaction of a

divided world is a common lunacy. As the British author G. K. Chesterton said: “the

more clearly we see the world divided into [...] our splendid selves and the rest, the

more plain and satisfying our state appears.”62

67 A scapegoat,  a  conspiracy,  them—the ones who secretly  caused that—whatever it is,

these are common fears about the human outsider. “A conspiracy is everything that

ordinary life is not. It’s the inside game, cold, sure, undistracted, forever closed off to

us.”63 And while we try “to make some rough sense of the daily jostle, conspirators have

a logic and a daring beyond our reach. All conspiracies are the same taut story of men

who find coherence in some criminal act.”64 

68 Finally, in all matters concerning what was published, Henry Ford was the newspaper’s

president. He approved the content. And its lead title was The Ford International Weekly. 

We know from archival records that Edsel Ford monitored the affair closely. It greatly

offended Amlerica’s Jewish community. Yet in Detroit itself,  the “International Jew”

series  had  very  little  or  no  effect  on  community  anti-semitism.  Edsel  Ford  also
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discovered that  this  Dearborn  Independent series  did  not  harm sales,  even in  Jewish

communities. Finally, however, he decided that something had to be done.

***

69 Concerning this matter a little known story needs to be told—how Edsel Ford used his

business inventiveness to try to right his Father’s wrong.

70 In June 1925 Edsel Ford became President of Guardian Trust Bank, Detroit.65 In 1926

Edsel Ford arranged a meeting with Mr. Morris Friedberg, who was the chairman of

Detroit’s  United Palestine  Drive  in  the  1920s.  This  meeting was  not  well-publicized

(although somehow both The New York Times and The Jewish Telegraphic Agency found out

about it) and was certainly a controversial action for Edsel Ford to take. His intention

was to assist  American Jews to affirm a separate,  positive identity.66 In  light  of  his

father’s anti-semitic harangues, aggressive corrections were needed.

71 At this  encounter Edsel  Ford and Mr.  Morris  Friedberg negotiated an advantageous

$1,000,000  loan  to  Palestine—which  would  be  worth  about  $12,000,  000  in  current

dollars. It was made clear at this meeting that “Edsel Ford viewed favorably the idea of

the Ford fortune cooperating in the rehabilitation of Palestine as the Jewish national

home.”67 This was totally contrary to The Dearborn Independent’s demand for “intensive

scrutiny” of  the Jew’s debased “nature and super-nationality”.  This  was an offer of

spiritual assistance and material partnership.

72 His  father  Henry  Ford  was  not  mentioned  in  these  negotiations.  Edsel  Ford  had

expressly taken this action on his own. And, of course, with the cooperation of the

officers  and  directors  of  Detroit’s  Guardian  Trust  Bank,  among  whom were  Phelps

Newberry, Roy D. Chapin, William Robert Wilson, Ernest Kanzler, Frank Couzens, and

many  other  prominent,  progressive  community  leaders.68 This  proffered  loan

investment came at a period in which, a few years previously in Detroit, the amount of

$60,000 gathered for the Zionist resettlement program was considered to be a large

sum.69 

73 Mr.  Morris  Friedberg  was  a  committed Zionist,  and a  member  of  Detroit’s  Shaarey

Zedek  Synagogue,  founded  by  Rabbi  A.  M.  Hershman  in  1909.  But  Mr.  Friedberg

belonged to a minority group within his own community. Rabbi Leo M. Franklin of Beth

El Temple was the major public figure at that time in Detroit’s Jewish community. A

true Solomon of a man in his own right. Franklin was friendly with Henry Ford until the

Dearborn Independent began its  anti-semitic  propagandizing.  Although he broke with

Henry Ford, Rabbi Franklin did, on occasion, meet him again—and argued that Mr. Ford

was a repentant sinner. And should be forgiven.70 

74 Following the genocide of World War Two, it became very hard for anyone concerned

to forgive any public figure of the prewar period who had incited anti-semitism. Why

forgive? Yet Rabbi Franklin’s last,  unpublished work, Some Untold Tales of  Detroit  and

Detroiters (1947) made a wise argument for forgiving his old, ex-friend Mr. Henry Ford.

Curiously, this work by Rabbi Franklin remains unpublished to this day.71 

75 In any case, back in the Twenties, as Detroit’s leader of the Reform movement, Franklin

was  a  committed  non-Zionist.  For  Rabbi  Franklin  there  was  “  ‘only  one  country,

America, and but one flag, the Stars and Stripes.’ He believed that a Jew living in the
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United States  should be  a  loyal  citizen of  his  country  and should hold no political

interests anywhere else—including Zion.”72 

76 But since the time of World War One, and specifically the Balfour Declaration by the

British  Government  of  November  2,  1917—which  viewed  “with  favour  the

establishment in Palestine of a National home for the Jewish People”—a debate raged in

the  American  Jewish  community  about  Zionism.73 Many  factors  heightened  the

Stateside Zionism controversy: such as the American immigration restriction law of the

period;  organizations of  non-Jews in the USA which supported Palestine rebuilding;

Christian ministers appeal for Palestine relief; strong appeals made in the US among

urban,  East  Coast  Democrats  to  aid United Jewish campaigns.74 So  when Edsel  Ford

made his  move to loan $1,000,000 in 1926 to the Zionist  investment corporation in

Detroit  it  did  not  happen in  a  vacuum.  Businessman that  he  was,  he  was  also  not

moving alone.

Unfortunately, Edsel Ford’s offer was rejected.

77 As the firsthand report noted, following Edsel Ford’s offer to Morris Friedberg from

Detroit’s Guardian Trust Bank: 

‘the negotiations did not culminate due to criticism expressed in certain Zionist
quarters of the enlistment of Ford’s cooperation. This criticism was based on the
fact that an avowed enemy of the Jews, as Henry Ford was considered, could not be
permitted to cooperate with Zionists in the rebuilding of Palestine.’75 

78 As so often happened in his life, what Edsel Ford did was mistaken for what his father

did.  The facts  were  poorly  examined.  European newspapers  and Jewish community

leaders, both in Germany and Eastern European countries jumped to the conclusion

that this $1,000,000 loan offer was a false gesture of contrition from Henry Ford.

79 Yet the Jewish community locally and nationally were eventually cool headed and open

minded enough to recognize that Eleanor and Edsel  Ford had very different beliefs

from Henry Ford. As Albert Lee wrote in Henry Ford and the Jews (1980): Edsel “had never

expressed the Anti-Semitic notions of his father, and many knew that Edsel had often

disagreed with the old man over the issue.”76 Still, Edsel Ford’s good will wasn’t enough

to assuage anger against the biased elder.

80 We know Edsel Ford did not give up. We know that Eleanor and Edsel Ford continually

and  consistently  made  efforts  to  bridge  the  gap  and  increase  sympathetic

understanding between the Jewish and non-Jewish communities. I believe that Edsel

Ford’s actions show that his credo, as expressed by Dr. Solomon B. Freehof in a public

lecture on “Zionism and the American Jew” in Chicago in 1927,  was that “we must

honor  and  value  each  other’s  differences.  We  must  respect  each  other’s  varying

philosophies.”77

81 What happened a few years later in Detroit with Edsel Ford and Diego Rivera would be

another example of converting private wealth to public purpose to further individually

chosen aims. And it would be one project that would succeed.

***

82 A last point about character and management before we turn to Detroit itself, and to

Diego Rivera and a concise look at the Detroit Industry Murals. 
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83 In literary analysis one speaks of a character who is a “foil”. It’s a fencing term. The foil

is  strictly  the  handle  of  the  sword.  But  used  in  literature  a  foil  is  a  metaphorical

extension of the protective leaf, shell or coquille that protects the fencer’s hand and

wrist from the opponent’s striking blade and probing point. The foil greatly protects

and enhances the fencer’s strength, allows for strategic deception and quick response.

In story sense a foil both reflects attention from the main character and protects him.

The foil emphasizes, enhances, and complements traits which the main character lacks,

has but latently, or needs to develop. Equally the foil can be attacked in place of the

main character.78 

84 Henry Ford had the two foils of his wife and son. Both radiated common sense, stability,

and  constant  encouragement  in  corrective  complement  to  Henry  Ford’s  swagger,

impetuosity, and bullheadedness. Without his wife and his son he would have been a

river without banks.

85 Clara Bryant Ford was a farm kid like her husband and could always recall the values of

that world to him. Clara cherished rural simplicity, knew her own mind, maintained an

elder sister’s role of family organizer and peacemaker. She embodied home as common

heritage, since she and her husband both came from successful pioneer families out in

Dearborn, Michigan. Even more,  Clara Jane Bryant Ford “was married for fifty-nine

years to a man who called her ‘The Believer,’  and on many occasions he tested her

belief in him sorely.”79

86 Edsel Ford had a harder role to play as foil. He had to offset his father’s management

weaknesses—and they were legion. He had to reverse Henry Ford’s errors by his own

actions and not just offer pale reactions. He had to be and become himself independent

of his father. Working in a shadow land did not stunt his growth. On the contrary, it

made Edsel Ford mature and allowed Henry Ford to remain more like a child—one who

cared  more  for  power  than  for  money.80 The  son-father  partnership  yoked  the

methodical and the impulsive; Edsel Ford strained and Henry Ford gained.

87 Plus Henry Ford’s success did not follow a formula or a pattern which anyone could

repeat. His heroic charisma was one of a kind and his Model T success was trumpeted as

a  one man show.  Edsel  Ford’s  inextricable  role  in  this  scheme of  things  had to  be

powerfully discreet; eagle grey versus his father’s flash. If he spoke little, he heard and

thought the more.

88 Finally, at a time when companies were still very patriarchal, this father-son relation

made its  own kind of  sense  to  workers  and executives  at  Fords.  For  insight  on its

meaning it is worth quoting Harold Hicks, a Ford Motor Company executive of their

time. Harold Hicks noted of the two men that up close and personal as colleague and

boss Henry Ford:

[...] was bitterly sarcastic [...] Henry Ford was a peculiar man. He would tell you he
was going to do a certain thing, and he’d turn right around and deliberately do the
opposite. That used to upset you. You never could count on anything. You didn’t
know what he would do from one day’s end to the other [...] it was upsetting [...]
[...] I often thought no one would have stayed here as long as they did had it not
been for Edsel Ford.
You always figured that there was one person who was a perfect gentleman, and
that some day he was going to run the place, and it would be a fine place to work
when he was running it. You stuck around because of him. Whereas the big shots in
the organization, like Sorensen, Martin, and Bricker, were all controlled by Henry
Ford himself. They did everything he told them to do. Yet at the same time, they did
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very little as far as the actual details were concerned.
It was that group of loyal people, people who were loyal to Edsel, I think, that had
an awful lot to do with the success of the Ford Motor Company. Very little was ever
said about the excellent moral influence Edsel had on the people that worked here in
the Ford Motor Company.”81

89 The father’s authoritative paternalism kept others on their toes, alert, off-balance, hard

working yet subdued. While Edsel Ford’s attitude toward workers and colleagues was

based on mutual respect (an attitude sanctified by Rivera’s vision of human relations in

the Detroit Industry cycle).

 

IV

90 Detroit itself needs some words of explanation to understand how business can be an

art.

91 A city is a man-made risk. It is a creation which thrives by expectation. A great city is a

magnet. The greater the city, the bigger its draw. Detroit was a frontier town, a border

city on the Great Lakes, drawing in people from around the world. By the early 1600s

Europeans  were  settling  America  along  its  fringes  in  San  Diego  (1602,  California),

Jamestown (1607, Virginia), Santa Fe (1610, New Mexico), and even the Detroit area had

a few Europeans by the early 1600s. There was economic, geographic and cultural logic

to holding this area and using it as a trading base. It commands a narrow river strait

into which Lake Ontario and Lake Erie feed in from the East, Lakes Huron, Michigan,

and Superior from the west.

92 The first, formal, European settlement of Fort Saint Joseph was established there by the

French pioneer ranger Daniel Greysolon Dulhut in 1686, abandoned by 1688, but then

re-founded with a vengeance in 1701 as a self-sustaining French trading outpost—Fort-

Pontchartrain du Détroit—by the colorful Antoine de Lamothe, Sieur de Cadillac. Cadillac

had alternately been a French soldier, navigator, privateer, enemy of the Jesuits and

prisoner in the Bastille, a military governor who made Detroit prosper as an important

market in the fur trade for beaver pelts with the native Algonquians. Over time the

place would be fought over and owned by France, Britain, and the United States. It is

just across the river from Canada, where by the mid 19th century the Canadian Great

Western Railway had its terminus in the town of Windsor.

93 The Eastern Standard Time Zone stretches out seven hundred miles and holds Detroit

in its grasp, as if it’s part of that original East Coast flank that drew in the original

settlers to the promise of a new world. Yet Detroit is thoroughly Michigan and Midwest.

Gulls off Lake Erie and Lake Huron pepper the place with insolent squawks. Drive down

the coastline Jefferson Avenue and Lakeshore Drive and one sees out on to the Detroit

River and across Lake Saint Clair, sees strings of long, low lake freighters heading north

to Michigan’s Straits of Mackinac and Canada’s Sault Sainte Marie. 

94 Detroit  became  the  Jerusalem  of  US  factory  towns.  Individual  energy,  population

inflow,  urban  and  industrial  growth  boomed  up  together  here.  But  lurking  near

Jerusalem was always the gates of Hell. “No sooner is a Temple built to God,” as the

British proverb goes, “but the Devill builds a Chappell hard by.” Here was equally the

risk that one could be “turned by force into a machine oneself”—as the author Louis-

Ferdinand Celine wrote about his own experience as a Ford Motor Company assembly-

line worker in the 1920s. Where it seemed that “one only lived in a sort of suspense
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between stupefaction and frenzy. Nothing mattered except the continuous feeding of

the several thousand machines.”82 It was a place of tension, speculation, self-confidence

and the friction of brittle needs.

***

95 Look deeper into the sense of place. 

96 Ever since it came of age as its modern self in the late nineteenth century the City of

the Straits has been an edgy, explosive town. For a series of reasons. First came its

boom town growth; tantamount to building a city on a fuse. Back at the turn of the

century in 1900 it was America’s 13th largest city with a population of 285,704. By 1920

Detroit had a population of over two million inhabitants and was America’s 4th largest

city.  It  maintained  this  status  until  1945,  in  spite  of  severe  economic  and  social

suffering during the Great Depression. 

97 Detroit received a temporary reprieve from the Depression’s depleting pressures when

it proved its ability to organize its resources and won the title of the nation’s “Arsenal

of Democracy” during World War Two. Jeeps, airplanes, tanks, ambulances and all sorts

of equipment, apparatus and supplies needed for America’s successful military effort

were manufactured here and elsewhere in Michigan. The Arsenal of Democracy allowed

the  calm  witnessed  in  the  children’s  upper  room  in  Norman  Rockwell’s  painting

Freedom From Fear (1943). America’s industrial production was the sea wall holding back

the storm. 

98 War production was shield and armor. Kilns were fired. Swords were forged. In the end

Michigan produced more war munitions than any other American state during World

War Two. The most spectacular factory was Ford Motor Company’s Willow Run Bomber

plant which evolved from the joked-at “Will It Run” plant beginning in May 1942 to

eventually mass producing 8,685 B-24 Liberator bombers at a rate of one every eighty-

four minutes.83 

99 For many Americans in the twenty-first century it might be hard to recover the sense

of  enthusiasm  felt  by  most  Americans  in  the  “Fighting  Forties”  for  the  USA’s

spectacular  wartime  industrial  productivity.  There  was  no  shame  about  US  war

production back then. President Eisenhower’s morally ambiguous accusation about the

United States  “military-industrial  complex” and America’s  international  role  as  the

world’s policeman hadn’t become part of the nation’s worried psyche. 

100 To understand Detroit one has to respect people who worked at all levels in industrial

manufacturing—specially the line workers—and adapted to what was needed for the

hard policies of wartime national security and the maintenance of business that would

prove to be commonwealth foundation for national prosperity after the war. (In this

vein Americans of a certain generation will remember a radio then TV sitcom called

The Life of Riley from the 1940s and 1950s, starring William Bendix, which both praised

and poked fun at this contemporary, prosperous world of a blue-collar lug, his work,

friends, and family.84) Factory work was a mixed blessing. And Detroit was the greatest

blue-collar town America had ever seen, a saving grace for America—until its fall came.

101 Second, from 1900-1950 Detroit was America’s second largest immigrant city. Extensive

international immigration was a state-wide phenomenon and by 1940 more than half of

all Michigan residents were foreign born or had foreign-born parents—many funnelling
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into Detroit which boiled with immigrant hunger and hard work.85 This put Michigan

and  Detroit  way  above  what  is  now  considered  to  be  current  excessive  norms  for

foreign-born  people  in  a  Western  country,  such  as  Greece  and  Ireland  which  now

calibrate troubles and woes due to immigrants because the number of people working

outside their homeland in Greece and Ireland has risen well above 10%.86 

102 Third, one of the issues native but not unique to Detroit was the large domestic migrant

population of poor rural whites and blacks from the US South who poured into the city

and were concentrated labor in the car factories and competed for limited housing

space in town. This domestic migrant population carried the explosive old baggage of

its  divisive racial  prejudices.  Relocated in a much freer and more mobile industrial

environment  of  shifting  places  the  friction  between  Southern  blacks  and  whites

simmered like  corrosive  chemicals  under  hay piles  in  the  hot  sun ripening toward

spontaneous combustion. Two results were the Detroit race riot of June 1943 (a month

after Edsel Ford’s death) and Detroit’s massive 12th street riot of July 1967.

103 Fourth, the nature of its economic growth was Detroit’s most singular and incendiary

20th century characteristic. This economic time bomb was ultimately more destructive

than the city’s race problems. One can get deeper into the matter of its problematic

economic growth by asking: Why does a city exist? How does it grow? 

104 A first explanation is the notion of the primal seed. Which means the essence of a human

group’s dwelling was there even before it fully existed because the city lay dormant in

the place. Poet Robert Frost once used this notion about the American nation itself in

his  line  “The  land  was  ours  before  we  were  the  land’s”  in  his  1961  presidential

inauguration poem “The Gift Outright”. With this notion, the great city is pre-formed, a

homonucleus that begins in embryo. 

105 A second explanation—as  urban  historian  Jane  Jacobs  (1916-2006)  pointed  out,  and

singled out Detroit as her prime example—is the idea of urban epigenesis. In this case “a

city grows by a process of gradual diversification and differentiation of its economy,

starting from little or nothing more than its initial export work and the supplier to that

work.”87 A city grows not from a homonucleus seed, but as a new creation through the

action of what it brings to the environment. A city is not a matter of preformation but

accumulation. 

106 By witness of the Detroit Industry Murals, I think both Edsel Ford and Diego Rivera

realized that cities are made, not born. And likewise realized special local resources had

to be available. Cities are built out of local talent and resources, along with materials

they attract and invent. It takes both primal seed and epigenesis. What results is the

city unique and what the city makes of itself.

107 That cities are made not born, is attested to by historical fact. The rise of land along the

waterway between lakes Huron and Erie that the Wyandot tribe of the Huron indians

once  called  “Yondotin”  was  not  destined  to  be  Motor  City  and  the  Arsenal  of

Democracy.88 Detroit  was  built  up  through  buying,  making,  selling  things  from

Michigan and the fecundity of  the Great  Lakes region which cradles  the Wolverine

State. But specially by the cooperation and labor of its Michiganders. Who would work,

up the ante, go to work again, repeat their boom, bust, and boom cycles all over again. 

108 Diego Rivera’s Detroit Industry Murals are witness to understanding this phenomenon

between the two men. The actual experience attests to what’s valued. This fresco of

twenty  seven,  organically  connected  paintings  is  witness  and  amanuensis  to  their
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constant  discussions  and  consultations—which  otherwise  have  not  a  single,

photographic or written record.89

***

109 Detroit’s  growth  curve  was  rapid  and  thorough.  Its  first  big  product  after  it  was

founded in the early 1700s was beaver pelts for European hat makers. But by the early

1800s local beaver levels were seriously low. Meanwhile lots of other natural resources

were  under  development,  specially  those  based upon lumber,  iron ore,  copper  and

other minerals that were used to make stoves, railroad cars, ships and natural extracts

used to make medicines and chemicals.

110 Take copper products, for example, which were Detroit’s largest export in the late 19th

century. Then the local copper supplies ran out. The copper manufacturing industry

moved  elsewhere.  Detroit  had  to  import  copper.  Its  export  industry  generated  an

import industry. While new forms of manufacturing production were found and the

city’s growth fanned out,  expanded, and continued. Growth accrued based on other

products that were developed after the copper industry left.

111 When Detroit’s car industry started around 1900, the necessary foundation of diverse

industries  were  locally  in  place  to  make  this  new industrial  expansion possible.  In

retrospect  one  can  see  that  this  condition  was  more  fortunate  than  in  any  other

American city of the time. The raw materials were there in Michigan’s mineral-rich

land and heavily-wooded Upper Peninsula. A tradition of ship building meant engine

building craftsmanship was a local strength. Investment wealth was concentrated in

Detroit’s banks and barons from the previous, successful generations of local Michigan

profits in lumber, shipping, and heavy manufacturing a variety of products from stoves

to railroad Pullman cars. Mechanics, tool and die makers, engineers, electricians and

iron smiths thrived locally from transportation’s bicycle, ship building, and railroad

industries. 

112 Then came the lock in the fateful marriage of industry and product. From 1900 onward

most businesses in Detroit were harnessed to the car industry; the concentration of

indigenous  forces  into  a  totally  new  product.  By  1940  three-fifths  of  the  world’s

automobiles  were  made  in  Detroit.90 Finally  by  local,  national  measure  Detroit’s

automobile  industry  directly  catered  to  the  world’s  largest  car  market,  the  United

States itself. And there was then no foreign competition for low-cost, mass-produced

cars.

113 Almost all the diversification and differentiation of the economy that had developed

since Antoine Laumet de La Mothe Sieur de Cadillac founded the settlement of Fort-

Pontchartrain  du  Détroit in  1701  was  gradually  and  finally  channelled  into  this  all-

devouring growth of the American automobile industry. This was a bootstrap culture of

the  first degree  that  developed  by  way  of  its  own  initiative,  hard  work,  proud

exploitation of local resources and self-reliance. Which finally bet it all on one machine,

the car. 

***

114 Detroit  in  its  heyday  was  riding  on  a  San  Andreas  fault.  The  city  cornered  the

automobile at cost. The real magnitude eight earthquake would not hit Detroit until
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after the 1973 oil crisis when mainstream US car consumers began to turn away from

Motor City vehicles in order to buy higher quality, more economic foreign brands.91 

115 Detroit was at the heart of America. To turn away from her meant rejecting a power in

the lifeblood of the American 20th century experience.

116 There were rational, pocketbook reasons for this rejection. But there were reasons of

the  heart  as  well.  Americans  were  deeply  disappointed  in  their  own nation.  Track

America in the 1960s and 70s and you follow a wounded animal’s trail. By the postwar

1970s the nation was a shoddy, bloody shambles. Hit and wounded by the failures of the

Vietnam War, Watergate, political assassinations, urban decay, cynical leadership, race

wars, white flight, and a president you’d rather impeach than support —but who got

away with it all and waved a victory “V” from the steps of the presidential helicopter.

Sick at heart, Detroit was rejected.

117 The Great Depression of 1929-1941 anticipated the crisis that would happen locally a

few  decades  down  the  road  when  people  stopped  buying  the  city’s  main  export

product, its cars, and the intensely eclectic local population of Detroit could no longer

get along. But Americans,  and Detroit,  in the 1930s and 40s also recoiled from that

descent.

***

118 Writing soon after the Detroit Race Riot of June 1943 in which an estimated 34 people

were killed and many hundreds injured, the African-American Louis Martin, editor of

The Michigan Chronicle, recognized that Detroit could brew up “a social disorder which

has often come very close to anarchy.” But Mr. Martin took hopeful measure of his city

as “a thrilling illustration of industrial genius” that was rapidly packed in a few decades

“with the peasants and the backwoodsmen of many races and nationalities”, packed

with people who came “to Detroit by the hundreds of thousands [...] to work with their

hands and to sweat their way to prosperity by feeding vast furnaces and building giant

machines with which to build more machines ad infinitum.”92 Even when friction fired

up between working-class groups based on old antagonisms, the city found within itself

an inner resource to cooperate, progress, and prosper which it later forfeited.

119 The city’s resistant, resilient spirit was a vital factor in its common success over many

years. Even though labor and racial tensions mounted, Detroit pulled itself out of the

Depression.  Even when difficulties  multiplied between the management of  different

industries,  within individual corporations, and among labor groups themselves with

very different world views, leaders and solutions. At its heart there was always a no

nonsense, park it or drive it way about Detroit. 

120 Clint Eastwood’s 2009 movie Gran Torino was a warm, hard nosed, bitter sweet, tragic

eulogy to the spirit of place embodied by Detroit. Go back to the late 1800s and you can

find much the same characteristic wry grit.  On December 30th, 1893, a month after

Edsel Ford was born, the Detroit Free Press newspaper ran a short give-and-take joke in

its holiday humor column “Side Remarks”. A scruffy tramp came to a decent, middle-

class citizen’s door.  He complained: Bum: “  ‘The world owes me a living!’  ”  And the

response: “Citizen: ‘Well, I’m not the world. Get out.’ ”93
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V

121 In this context of Edsel Ford, Detroit, the Great Depression, comes our last example of

Edsel Ford’s many facets of creativity—his collaboration with Diego Rivera.

122 Diego Rivera (1886-1957) was a Mexican citizen, the child of ambitious, middle-class

parents. He was very proud of his diverse racial and religious lineage: Aztec, Russian,

Spanish,  Portuguese,  Mexican,  Jewish,  Catholic,  Masonic  and  atheistic  ancestors.94

Exceptionally gifted in drawing as a child, his abilities were nurtured in Mexico by his

parents,  his  education,  state  scholarships  and  individual  support.  His  personal

sponsorship in Mexico ranged from the politician and Governor of Veracruz Teodoro

Dehesa  (1848-1936)  to  the  philosopher-politician  José  Vasconcelos  (1882-1959)  and

among Americans from the US Senator and diplomat Dwight Morrow (1873-1931, the

father  of  Anne Morrow,  the wife  of  Charles  Lindbergh)  to  the gifted movie  actress

Paulette Goddard (1911-1990). As a young man, Rivera matured slowly but surely in

Mexico and in Europe. 

123 He learned and practised his mural art in Italy, but specially honed his creative abilities

from the years he spent among the generation of cosmopolitan artists who lived and

worked in Paris around the time of World War One. This was the generation which

included figures such as Guillaume Apollinaire, Gertrude Stein, Max Jacob, Erik Satie,

Maurice de Vlaminck, Marc Chagall and Pablo Picasso (who gave Rivera his nickname

“the genial cannibal”95), along with the soldier, surgeon, art critic and Rivera’s greatest

teacher Elie Faure.

124 Rivera  was  politically  exuberant  in  that  sense  of  national  mission  and  combative

opposition to a privileged elite which characterized his generation of engaged Mexican

artists and intellectuals. But he arrived at this position very gradually; in the full sense

not until he returned to Mexico after his many years of self-imposed exile in Europe. He

was populist, Communist of a sort, and anti-establishment at times when it suited his

personal likes or dislikes. Then at other times he was elitist, traditionalist, aristocratic

in nature. As an artist Rivera had an extraordinary degree of negative capability, which

helps explain his receptivity and empathy for such a wide variety of human types and

values (for which Rivera was often criticized by strict, leftist ideologues).96

125 Rivera  was  a  bohemian  anarchist  and  a  professional  artist,  “a  product  of  the

discontented middle  class”  as  he  said  of  himself.97 He  passionately  believed in  and

practised the intelligence of the senses; was a man of sight, touch, and speaking, not

reading or writing. With Rivera passion was the paradox of reason. Which is to say, in

his  full  maturity  he  was  ever  an  impulsive,  alternately  charming  or  abrasive,

charismatic and deeply egoistic man. He lived and worked in America during the depth

of  the Great  Depression and his  art  done there at  that  time is  both rooted in that

troubled era and transcends it. Like an ocean weed, he thrived amid chaotic currents

and crashing waves. 

126 The  Detroit  Industry  Murals  created  by  Diego  Rivera  and  his  team  of  artisans  in

1932-1933 at the behest of Edsel Ford offered revelation and engagement. They were

and remain as accessible as a newspaper cartoon. But their simplicity of character is no

hindrance  to  their  subtlety  of  content.  They  speak  in  a  style  as  old  as  the  Aztec

civilization  they  allude  to  and  as  new  as  anything  under  the  sun.  Drawn  by  the

controversy, honesty, spectacle and excellence of this work, it revealed Detroit to its
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inhabitants as a force of nature that men and women dared govern. In this work the

city was mirrored as a furnace of men and machines who made their community out of

raw minerals, human strength, cooperation and intelligence. Here was a vision of the

faith and the strength that Detroit had to maintain in order to keep on surviving and

flourishing. Detroit was a good place to live—accepting the fact that it prospered and

grew out of the furrow of its own contradictions. 

127 A sublime complement took place. As Rivera lived and worked in the USA during its

period  of  greatest  socio-economic  strain,  so  Edsel  Ford’s  lifetime  coincided  with

Detroit’s single greatest period of expansion. They knew two extremes which exposed

the nature of the place. Rivera saw the people and the system pushing at its seams,

alive with the hope of regaining what they were best at but what they had lost. Edsel

Ford had grown up with the reinvention and diffusion of the American car on American

soil, Ford Motor Company as the embodiment of this new product. He inherited a sense

of pragmatic idealism gained from the visions of his father and developed on his own

terms. Helped the US auto industry retool for war, make compromises for the sake of

profit and the gradual loss of worker gains in the industry’s booming decades, followed

by the unprecedented economic downturn of the early 1930s. Diego Rivera’s two-year

residency in Detroit culminated in their collaborative creation which captured the city

and system at the height of its precarious success. Rivera gazed into the men, the city,

the industry and saw its soul.

***

128 The Detroit Industry Murals sparkle with probes. Its vast visual narrative responds to

the question: What if one could get Detroiters to see their dangers and strengths amid

their darkest period? 

129 The objective of Edsel Ford and Diego Rivera was not to create social policy but social

insight. To erect a set of secular stained glass windows in the cathedral of industry that

was Detroit. Rivera always claimed that any art worth its salt must be propaganda. This

was meant in the best sense of this term: “rational propaganda in favor of action that is

consonant with the enlightened self-interest of those who make it and those to whom it

is  addressed.”  Thus  propaganda  “appeals  to  reason  by  means  of  logical  arguments

based upon the best available evidence fully and honestly set forth.”98

130 The Detroit Industry Murals offer a riveting story without words which the viewer can

share and carry away in his or her own mind. The public art and popular culture of the

Detroit  Industry  Murals  tried  to  invigorate  with  sturdy  principles  and  provocative

wonder; not lay down the law, that plaything of lawyers. They remain a Declaration of

Independence and not a Constitution.  The best public art and popular culture provide

people with an accessible understanding of  what’s  best,  worst,  and in need of  help

within  themselves  and  in  their  world.  It  took  a  few  special  people—artists  and

businessmen—to make this happen.

 

VI

131 The Detroit Industry Murals consists of twenty seven linked yet separate frescoes, each

picture a story in itself, each leading to the next and so on back again in a cycle of

discoveries and self-reflections. Diego Rivera’s work, and his murals in particular, were
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primum mobile, mainspring and spark plug for the vast new creative engine of the New

Deal’s Federal Arts project, as historians now widely recognize.99 Rivera’s mission, as he

noted  in  his  autobiography  My  Art,  My  Life,  was  set  by  Edsel  Ford  on  “only  one

condition:

that in representing the industry of Detroit, I should not limit myself to steel and
automobiles but take in chemicals and pharmaceuticals, which were also important
in the economy of the city. He wanted to have a full tableau of the industrial life of
Detroit  He  said  good-humoredly  that  he  wished  to  avoid  any impression  of
partiality toward the industry served by his father and himself.100

132 Franklin Delano Roosevelt was inaugurated as 32nd president of the United States on

March 4, 1933. The Detroit Industry Murals opened for public viewing a little over a

week later on March 13, 1933. A well-timed sequence of events were unfolding. Ringing

in  the  audience’s  ears  at  the  Detroit  Institute  of  Art  on  March  13,  1933,  were  the

freshly-minted words from Roosevelt’s First Inaugural Address: “So first of all let me

assert  my  firm  belief  that  the  only  thing  we  have  to  fear  is  fear  itself—nameless,

unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into

advance.” And here were the encouraging images of this advance.

133 Clear understanding of Edsel Ford’s and Diego Rivera’s Detroit Industry Murals asks

they be put in focus through this historical event: the timely arrival of the New Deal

and Edsel Ford’s sympathy for Roosevelt’s programs. They were not born and given

shape in an historical vacuum. And we now know what was not at all well known at the

time,  that Edsel  Ford  was  a  personal  supporter  and  counsellor  of  Franklin  Delano

Roosevelt. Edsel Ford became close to Franklin Delano Roosevelt by 1928 and visited

Franklin Delano Roosevelt at Warm Springs, Georgia, while Franklin Delano Roosevelt

would visit Edsel Ford at his summer home—discreetly, off the beaten track—in Maine.
101

134 Moreover, both Edsel Ford and Diego Rivera shared a deep faith in what good machines

could accomplish in partnership with man. As Rivera wrote about his impressions in

Detroit while conceiving his plans for the murals:

I walked for miles through the immense workshops of the Ford, Chrysler, Edison,
Michigan Alkali, and Parke-Davis plants. I was afire with enthusiasm. My childhood
passion for mechanical toys had been transmuted to a delight in machinery for its
own  sake  and  for  its  meaning  to  man—his  self-fulfillment  and  liberation  from
drudgery  and  poverty;  that  is  why  I  now  placed  the  collective  hero,  man-and-
machine, higher than the old traditional heroes of art and legend.”102

Sample  by  example:  as  you enter  the  high-vaulted,  glass-roofed hall  in  the  Detroit

Institute of Arts your gaze turns right to the south wall.103
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South Wall, jungle of steel

Photo taken by John Dean©

 
South Wall of the Detroit Institute Murals in the Rivera Court

Photo taken from back balcony, by John Dean©
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135 Look at it and you enter into a jungle of metal. You’re among layers upon layers of

machines straight curved and twisted that snake forward with all the parts that go into

making up a car. Except that you do not see a car. The twenty-seven panels are joined

by “one of the dominant rhythms in the life process—the wave”104; a universal human

symbol associated with water, power, ceaseless and independent movement, change,

agitation and vicissitude.

136 Tools  and  machines  are  used  by  hundreds  of  men  who  are  one-hundred  percent

concentrating on their  individual  jobs.  They are  factory workers  of  all  races,  sizes,

shapes, muscles and bones. They are seen at an angle, from the side. From where the

viewer stands and looks one is not included in the factory. You observe and appreciate

the  workers  who  wear  safety  goggles,  masks  and  hats,  are  dressed  in  dark  tough

overalls and protective aprons. Your own presence matches a clot of men and women

observers who stand far back to the right and middle, out of the lines of action. 

137 Here  in  the  factory  are  men  at work  and  in their  work.  “You  cannot  gauge  the

intelligence of an American by talking with him: you must work with him,” wrote US

longshoreman-philosopher Eric Hoffer. “The American polishes and refines his way of

doing things—even the most commonplace—the way the French of  the seventeenth

century polished their maxims and aphorisms.”105

138 These men are doing everything which must be done to make a car. Workers in overalls

lift, carry, hammer, drill, yank, pull; they sand knife sheets of sparks off the shells of

curved and angular car parts; they fit, screw, solder, click, place, dip, rub, pump, and

adjust chunks of metal. It is one continuous sentence, one immense verb. There is no

sound. But you hear the noise.

139 Picture the long whole wall to the right as a scene about means, not ends. This is the

assembly line devoted to the exterior of the 1932 Ford V-8 engine at the Ford Motor

Company’s  Rouge  factory.  Rivera  shows  three  times  as  many  men than  those  who

actually worked the line. And you do not see a car. Or barely. 

140 Unless you shift your eyes and look almost dead center at the fresco. Look down and

above the line of beige-suited workmen. Look way back into the tunnel of machinery.

See one man with chiselled features, beige overalls, erect posture, high cheekbones,

Latino  complexion,  carrying  a  steering  wheel  circle  and  column  with  great

concentration. Look way back behind him to his left like you were looking down into

the bottom of a tubular telescope held upside down. See a little slab of light at the end

of the tube. And there’s this tiny red dot of a Model A Ford way off in the distance. It is

no bigger than a scratch on the stone canvas of the fresco, maybe three inches, ten

centimeters long. This negligible object they create.
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South Wall, center

Photo taken by John Dean©

141 The Detroit Industry Murals is about means, not ends; the worker, not the widget.106

142 Edsel  Ford’s  and Diego Rivera’s  Detroit  Industry Murals  were one statement among

others of a kind. The New Deal’s subsequent eleven-years long arts projects included

many other forms of expression—much of it significantly inspired by Rivera’s original

committed work in Detroit. The WPA projects tried to shore up the American spirit by

building up the present from America’s past.  With vast nationalistic invigoration of

songs, dance, theater, music, the visual arts, from the makings of Woody Guthrie and

Aaron Copland to the great Missouri roughness of Thomas Hart Benton, the eerie Iowa

openness of Grant Wood, and the Rhode Island WPA Symphony Orchestra.107 Rivera’s

Detroit Industry Murals and the various WPA projects were not mass culture in the

sense  of  simple  answers  to  complex  problems  produced  in  great  quantity  and

sameness.  They  were  popular  culture  in  the  sense  of  engaged,  accessible  debates

questioning and evaluating everyday reality—as was most of the art work in the New

Deal’s WPA.

143 Another statement was made by businessmen who invested amid the slump by building

up,  literally.  Building  big  business  icons  into  the  future.  Al  Smith’s  Empire  State

Building (completed 1931)  or  the  greatest  automotive  totem pole  ever  constructed,

Walter P. Chrysler’s Chrysler Building (completed 1930)—were two ever-astonishing,

realized  visions  of  modern,  material  power.  Or  businessmen  would  pillar  up  the

classics.  Bring  Shakespeare  back  into  American  life.  Which  is  what  Standard  Oil

president and chairman of the board Henry Clay Folger (1857-1930) did.  He left  his

fortune to build the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, D. C.; cornerstone laid

on Shakespeare’s birthday, April 23, 1932. 
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144 Edsel Ford tackled in his own way how men and women do not live by bread alone. The

key was to relate. Together. Only relate. Make art news that stays news.

145 Probably the most profound, mobile, and universally-accessible spiritual statement of

this kind from the heart of the American Great Depression was John Steinbeck’s Grapes

of Wrath (novel: 1939; movie: 1940). Specially seen and heard in Tom Joad’s prayer-talk

to Ma Joad at the story’s conclusion. When Tom laughs uneasily and says: “Well, maybe

like Casy says, a fella ain’t got a soul of his own, but on’y a piece of a big one.”108 And

flows on in this rich vein; a story that doesn’t end, but continues as a song of hope in

the hardest times for the poorest people. And yet it’s a story-song for rich and poor

alike. Brotherhood is shamelessly inclusive.

146 What John Ford was to Steinbeck, Edsel Ford was to Rivera. Each gave their artist a

bigger canvas, a more visible space to get their message across. The Grapes of Wrath was

less  of  a  commercial  risk  that  Rivera’s  murals.  Twentieth  Century  Fox-Film

Corporation, who produced Grapes of Wrath, made far more than Edsel Ford ever did

from their investment. In its era the American viewer had been primed for Grapes of

Wrath by years of  highly visible photos and graphics in newspapers and on posters

supplied by the US Farm Security Administration (aka the FSA; which employed Walker

Evans, Dorothea Lange, Carl Mydans Arthur Rothstein, and Ben Shahn, among others)

and longer  visual  works  publicly  displayed,  such as  Dorothea’s  Lange’s  and Paul  S.

Taylor’s An American Exodus.109 

147 Rivera’s  Detroit  Industry  Murals  were  recognized  by  the  city’s  local,  left-wing

politically engaged—and mainly working class—public, but they came out of the blue

for the city’s meek middle class and large ultra-conservative groups led by Detroiters

such as Father Coughlin and Gerald K. Smith. Among US social-problem films, Grapes of

Wrath’s box-office gross has been constant over the years and to this day it remains

among the  top ten to  twenty  ranked and viewed films of  the  1940s.110 In  contrast,

Rivera’s Detroit Industry Murals are in the public domain, like WPA and FSA art. They

keep producing meaning, but not money. As with Rivera’s murals, Ford’s Grapes of Wrath

was a political risk and questioned by those around him for similar reasons. As Chicago

Sun-Times movie critic Roger Ebert’s gawky but apt appraisal of Ford’s venture noted:

here was “a left-wing parable, directed by a right-wing director;” though it’s ultimately

“a message movie, but not a recruiting poster.”111

148 Return to the south wall of the Detroit Institute Murals.

149 Many  of  the  south  wall’s  machines  have  faces  which  appear  like  a  surprise,  as

ambiguous figures—look like at least two things at once on different intersecting planes

the longer you look at them. Some machines have eyes, a pan face, a snake body, a

head. Each machine of this kind is a predacious thing marked by squat arrogance or a

half-body of mouth and gullet, each a creature designated by its physical design for a

dominant purpose and hunger.
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Creature machine

Photo taken by John Dean©

 
Another creature machine

Photo taken by John Dean©
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150 One machine specially dominates. The huge squat tall one to the right. See it with the

big  wheels  and  the  stubby  little  clover-leaf  head.  Colored  mat  grey  and  smooth

surfaced, a huge exteriorized skeleton of a thing. This is the stamping press or drop

forge. It’s the height of five men. The work of the stamping press is to shape formless

metal. Take the raw mud stuff and give it purpose in this industrial Garden of Eden. 

151 This stamping press is also the Aztec god Coatlicue costumed and modernized in a solid

robe of gears and levers, nuts, bolts and tubes. She wears a few immaculate chains for

her inner necklace, one clean squat fist gut center which squeezes small tons of metal

into shape. Up above this stamping press-Coatlicue’s head wears a smile that is not a

smile, that is a wide slit, an archaic smile of a slit, Aztec strong. She is hungry. She

feeds. And she is fed.

 
Coatlicue

Public Domain, National Museum of Anthropology, Mexico City

152 Of all people in the south wall three stand out the most at first glance. 

153 To the left among the workers is the square-jawed foreman. He is probably Mead L.

Bricker, one of Henry Ford’s chief production assistants. To the far right in profile is

the delicate silhouette of William Valentiner, his face a chisel of bones on parchment

flesh white and pink as the sky of a Dutch landscape. Herr Valentiner hold in his hands

the dedication paper which reads: “These frescoes, painted between July 25, 1932, and

March 13, 1933, while Dr. William Valentiner was director of the Art Institute, are the

gift of the City of Detroit of Mr. Edsel B. Ford, president of the Arts Commission.”

154 Just behind and moving forward from the left of Valentiner stands Edsel Ford dressed

in a fine-cut suit of metallic-grey fabric. His face and features are seriously staring out
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and forward. But at what? He is not staring at the viewer. He is looking at something

interior. He’s reflective, composed. And with absolutely no trace of a smile.

 
Drop forge-Coatlicue, with Edsel Ford and Valentiner in lower right hand corner

Photo taken by John Dean©
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Face-to-face with drop forge-Coatlicue

Photo taken by John Dean©

***

155 The  who and  how of  what  Rivera  did  here  is  decisive;  the  aspect  of  patronage—in

Rivera’s sense of patrón—and the fact of fresco.

156 The Detroit Industry Murals are explicitly a work done in patronage. Rivera leaves no

doubt about this when he painted into the lower right hand corner of the south wall

panel:  Edsel  B.  Ford,  president  of  the  Arts  Commission  and  donor;  Dr.  William

Valentiner, director of the Detroit Institute of Arts.112 Rivera was known to have had a

specially good relationship with his patrón Edsel Ford. Patrón which in Spanish means

much more than in English: patron-protector; patron saint; sponsor; master, boss or

proprietor; landlord or host; and patron of the arts.113 

157 Rivera did not speak English when he came to Detroit and accepted Edsel Ford as his

patrón. As  far  as  we know,  they communicated through translators,  body language,

exchanging sketches, and intuitive, non-verbal communication. Rivera understood the

wealth  of  patronage.  Knew  well  the  European  tradition  of  the  artist  in  a  royal

household. Rivera’s ideal was the accommodation of artist and patron. He would speak

his own art-speech, but through the grace and understanding of his patrón. Empathetic

voices  and  visions.  Achieved,  as  Valentiner  closely  noted,  when  an  establishment

industrialist and a political radical found they could work “constantly in touch with

each other” for the common good of Detroit, the nation, and the future.114 

158 This achievement in Detroit was in great contrast to River’s next American assignment.

159 Rivera  moved on directly  from Detroit  to  New York City,  where  he  was  under  the

patronage of John D. Rockefeller Jr., to create the “Man at the Crossroads Looking With
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Hope and High Vision to the Choosing of a New and Better Future” murals for the new

Rockefeller Center. Which project was a “Holocaust in Rockefeller Center” as Rivera

entitled this chapter of his life.115 

160 He and Rockefeller had no empathy. The exquisite combination of control and creative

freedom which Edsel Ford adroitly managed was nonexistent in New York. Rivera and

Rockefeller finally fell out over the depiction of Lenin in “Man at the Crossroads”. But it

was an accident waiting to happen.116 So Rivera was paid off by his patrón in New York

City, kicked out of the building, and about a year later his almost-completed murals

were eviscerated from the flesh of the walls. He also had an assignment with General

Motors. But when they heard about what had happened with Rockefeller, GM cancelled.

Rivera left the U.S.A.

161 Edsel Ford had the first word on hiring Rivera, and had the last word on silencing the

voices demanding the destruction of the Detroit Industry Murals. 

162 Rivera’s patrón Edsel Ford was faithful to him; for which he was revered: “I was gratified

that Edsel Ford stood by me loyally,”117 wrote Rivera. In Rivera’s beloved, turbulent

Mexico this kind of supportive and instructive patronage happened as an expression of

loyalty,  trust,  and  courage.  Just  as  Francisco  Madero  was  patron  for  Pancho  Villa

(1878-1923). “This is a rich man who fights for the good of the poor,” said Villa about

Madero; “and if all the rich and powerful in Mexico were like him, there would be no

suffering.”118

163 Edsel Ford would not allow Rivera’s work to be touched or altered. As he was loyal to

James Couzens, to his father, to his own wife and children, and to his brother-in-law

and closest friend Ernest Kanzler, so he held true to this artist. “I admire Rivera’s spirit.

I really believe he was trying to express his idea of the spirit of Detroit,” Edsel Ford

declared in public statement when scandal raged for months after the murals were

completed and shown to the general public.119

***

164 What is remarkable is that the Ford-Rivera Detroit Industry Murals are sacred without

evoking a single religion.  The Detroit  Industry Murals are incandescently ecumenical.

They are—the englobed vision is—deeply American, North and South. Bigger than one

nation. Yet purely Detroit.

165 As D. H. Lawrence defined this spirit in his 1923 Studies in Classic American Literature, so

it is here a short ten years later in Edsel Ford’s and Diego Rivera’s vision. Look at the

workers  in  these  murals.  Here  “is  a  new doctrine.  A  doctrine  of  life.  A  new great

morality. A morality of actual living, not of salvation.”120 The Detroit Industry Murals do

not espouse the saviourism of a leader, a religion, a god, a political persuasion. Here is

“no morality of salvation” but of “the soul living her life, not saving herself”.121 

166 But not without scandal.

***

167 As soon as the work began to take shape, Rivera’s Detroit Industry Murals caused outrage

and delight in Detroit. 
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168 Due to the huge opening night crowds the museum stayed open well past midnight to

accommodate the throngs. Normal attendance at the DIA had been 1,200 people a day.

With Rivera’s murals on for show, suddenly the attendance was 16,000 a day.122 

169 Local matrons who viewed the Rivera frescos for the first time were deeply shocked. To

the outrage of many of Detroit’s politically conservative center-to-far-right, morally-

tepid  to  religiously-extreme citizens—Rivera’s  work  championed  by  Edsel  Ford  was

extremely  dismaying.  Many  citizens  wanted  something  more  comfortable,  more

reassuring. In an age of visceral visual communication they did not want to see the

hard physical labor that industry demanded to get things built. They wanted to see the

fruits of labor. The pile of gold at the end of the rainbow. But Rivera would not let them

escape the hard process, the exuberant, ordinary heroism of labor.

170 For nowhere visible in the DIM “was pomp and luxury, nowhere hollow civic allegory,

nowhere leisure-class  Detroit,”  wrote a  contemporary witness.123 The Detroit  Evening

Times was very upset and proclaimed that “Senor Rivera has perpetrated a heartless

hoax on his capitalist employer, Mr. Edsel Ford.”124

171 Because of this problem there was threat and fear that the murals would be physically

attacked and destroyed. So just prior to their opening for viewing by the general public

a  delegation of  two hundred workers  arrived in  the  museum.  Their  leader,  a  “big,

muscular speaker” addressed Rivera and spoke to him at length about their pride in his

work and its recognition of their worth. In conclusion, Rivera wrote, the leader said:

‘The Constitution of the State of Michigan permits its citizens to band together in
the  event  that  a  group  of  individuals  intends  to  destroy  a  part  of  the  state’s
common wealth. In such a case the citizens have the right to use any weapons at
their disposal. As you well know, there has been much talk against your frescoes,
and there have been rumors that hoodlums may come here to destroy them. We
have therefore organized a guard to protect your work; eight thousand men have
already volunteered. To legalize our action, in accordance with the Constitution, we
have  already  sent  a  document  describing  our  purposes  to  the  Governor  of
Michigan.’
[...] The following Sunday, my frescoes were put on view for the general public. The
men guarding the entrance to the Institute asked identification of every visitor by
having  him  write  his  name  and  address  in  a  register;  despite  this  unusual
precautionary step, the museum authorities were obliged to keep the doors open
until half past one on Monday morning. At closing time, the register bulged with
the names and addresses of eighty-six thousand citizens of Detroit. For the next
several months, there was a continuous stream of people coming to the Institute to
view my work.
[...] And until the sound and fury had passed, my army of eight thousand, working
in shifts, guarded my work from destruction.”125

***

172 Among the  scandals,  an  outstanding  incident  was  the  popular  confusion about  the

Vaccination  and  Healthy  Human  Embryo panel  of  the  fresco  on the  upper  right  hand

corner of the north wall. It’s a playful version of a nativity scene.
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Vaccination

Public Domain, Detroit Institute Murals

173 But altogether in the American tradition. After all, vaccination in America dates back to

and begins with Cotton Mather (1663-1728), Puritan worthy and one of New England’s

elect  saints.  Rivera  was  a  man  with  an  embarrassment  of  knowledge  about  things

technical and scientific. 

174 But for many of Detroit’s local church authorities Vaccination and Healthy Human Embryo

was blasphemy of the worst sort. Specially upset was Father Charles Edward Coughlin

(1891-1979), America’s virulent, pro-Nazi, Catholic radio priest of the era who lived and

worked in Detroit. As Rivera related in his autobiography:

Father  Coughlin  began  to  honor  me  daily  with  long  diatribes,  condemning  the
Institute frescoes as immoral, blasphemous, anti religious, obscene, materialistic,
and communistic. As a result, the whole city of Detroit began to argue about what I
was doing.  A city councilman assailed my murals  as ‘a  travesty on the spirit  of
Detroit’ and urged his fellow councilman to order that they be washed from the
walls. Soon the whole region entered into the melee.”126 

175 The  Detroit  News seconded  Father  Coughlin’s  spirited  appeal  to  moral  wisdom  and

editorially declared:  “the best  thing to do would be to white wash the entire work

completely.”127 

176 Coughlin  was  no  fool.  He  was  brilliant  at  playing  upon  the  instrument  of  popular

opinion. In Los Angeles in October 1932, only a few months before the Detroit Industry

cycle was shown to the public, David Alfaro Siqueiros (1896-1974) a key member of the

era’s Mexican muralist group, had painted his La América Tropical (“Tropical America”)

mural in Los Angeles on the second-story, outside wall of Olvera Street’s Italian Hall. A

center piece of Siqueiros’ mural was a crucified Indian peon topped not by a crown of

thorns but by a clawing eagle, which could either be seen as a symbol of Mexico or of
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US capitalism.128 Within six months this controversial section had been whitewashed

over and within a year Siqueiros’ whole mural was completely covered. Only recently

has this work been redeemed. La América Tropical is now undergoing restoration and is

scheduled to be completed and reopened in 2012-2013.129 In the late winter of 1933

Coughlin and his associates were hoping to achieve with Rivera’s work and Edsel Ford’s

patronage what had already been accomplished in Los Angeles with Siqueiros’s work.

177 Diego Rivera deeply enjoyed the cause celebre. He was a rebel with a cause. Which was

really very simple: show men as they work to improve their lot in the industrial age. As

Albert  Einstein  said:  “Everything  should  be  made  as  simple  as  possible,  but  not

simpler.” My objective in these murals, wrote Rivera, “was to represent the life of an

age  which  had  nothing  to  do  with  baroque  refinements—a  new  life  which  was

characterized by masses, machines, and naked mechanical power.”130

178 Valentiner detailed one incident which clarifies much; how many religious extremists

felt these barbarous Mexican murals were blasphemous; how specially upsetting was

the Vaccination or Nativity panel. It was abusive, irreverent, and unforgivable. But for

Rivera vaccination was a sign and celebration of progress. Save the sacred. Save the

children.

179 One day a prominent religious figure from a nearby church rushed into the central

court where the new murals were displayed. He knew what he was heading for. Went

right up to the Vaccination or Nativity panel. Grabbed Dr. Valentiner and proclaimed:

“This!  Patterned  after  the  model  of  the  Bible  story!  And  used  in  a  blasphemous

manner!” Unforgivable. The man whispered: “The Nativity.”

180 Valentiner tried to explain calmly that what he saw before him here was a common

motif in Western art. There were many versions of children with helpful figures. And

what one had here was a child with a nurse and a doctor

Then Rivera appeared.
“What is the matter?” he asked.
The minister exclaimed: “Why has the child a halo around his head?!”
And Diego Rivera replied reverently: “Because all children have halos around their
heads.”131 

***

181 Conspicuous by virtue of their absence in the twenty-seven different pictures of the

Detroit Industry Murals are at least a half-dozen outstanding pillars of conventional

wisdom.  Rivera  was  optimistically  confounding  and  reevaluating  the  standard

criticisms of many values which Detroit supposedly stood for.

182 Since Edsel Ford worked closely with Rivera throughout the whole creative process,

kept his own presence hidden behind the arras (as noted: a single photograph of the

two together has never been seen), paid for the vast majority of the whole work and

openly  approved  it  following  its  general  showing  to  the  public  directly  following

Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s first inauguration as President on the United States—one

cannot  help  but  think  that  here  resides  a  fascinating  reservoir  of  combined  self-

reflections.

183 Measure these by virtue of what is not said or praised in the Detroit Industry Murals,

and one finds the conspicuous absence of:
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184 Fordism.132 There  are  no  images  of  high  wages  and  rising  levels  of  consumption  in

exchange  for  harder  work  and  increased  productivity.  The  ironclad  cycle  of  mass

production  and  mass  consumption,  ever-cheaper,  standardized  products  for  ever-

expanding,  homogeneous  markets  is  not  here. Industrial  development  as  portrayed

here had modified the older “presumption that the dependence of the poor and the

responsibility of the rich are the valid moral rules of the social order.”133

185 The murals  were  also  participating in  a  larger,  contemporary,  international  debate

about Fordism. The cultural climate, the politics, and the economic crisis of the early

1930s bred a great deal of utopianism, the urgent search for a perfect world in the

aftermath of the failed promises and lost investments of human lives and fortunes in

the first two decades of the 20th century. The early 1930s also bred dystopias, one of the

most enduring and effective vision was Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World,  written in

1931, first published in England and the USA in 1932, and explicitly directed against the

human and industrial engineering models of Henry Ford. Brave New World began with

the scathing lines in the “year of our Ford 632”, the “T” of Ford’s Model T was seen as a

castrated Christian cross with its top lopped off, Henry Ford was a surrogate God figure,

the dystopian leader, once on an average of every three pages in the story.134 Brave New

World was a scandal when published, heavily criticised, and hence very well known. It is

also known as a fact that Eleanor and Edsel Ford were heavy readers, had large parcels

of books delivered to their house weekly,  very much kept up with current cultural

trends. All the circumstantial evidence points to the fact that Huxley’s dark vision was

known  by  them  and  hence  possibly  addressed  and  redressed  in  the  Ford-Rivera

frescoes.

186 Taylorism. Scientific management as created by Frederick William Taylor (1856-1915), as

favored by managers as diverse as Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (1870-1924) and Henry Ford is

lacking. Workers are not reduced into robots by functional foremanship or driven by

immediate gratification needs. This is not a depiction of “cow sociology”: happy cows

produce more milk.

187 Natured Conquered.  In the Detroit  Industry Murals nature is  not a force people fight

against but a power which must be worked with. On the south wall to the right as you

enter, nature embodied in Coatlicue dominates in the guise of the drop forge towering

above Edsel Ford. Coatlicue is “the dynamic principle, which no amount of sacrifice can

satisfy”, nature’s principle: eternally crushing to create anew.135 

188 Coatlicue herself died and was reborn. She was lost, buried, at the time of the Spanish

conquest, then recovered around the mid 1800s. Coatlicue’s rough equivalent in the

Western  Classical,  Greek  pantheon  of  gods  would  be  elements  of  Gaea,  the  primal

mother  earth  goddess,  and  Athena—a  very  male  goddess  of  strategy,  wisdom  and

warfare. In Christian mythology would any holy figure dare be like this among the holy

ranks—except for Lilith or Tubal Cain?

189 The narrative of the Detroit Institute Murals depicts ecologically vertical integration

from the bounties of earth through the products of mankind. Nothing could be farther

from the standard man-versus-nature sermon, the standard man-must-subdue-nature-

to-prosper belief that dominated American life, action, and industrialization after the

US Civil War (1861-1865) and well through the Roaring 1920s.136

190 And why do these pictures in fresco? Why not tell this story in a more modern medium,

less primitive, less primal?
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191 Fresco is bonded to the wall in a public area. Like poster art or graffiti or a billboard

that  does  not  go  away.  The  inter-war  years  in  the  United  States  were  an  intense,

visually active period. More so and different from our current period. People did not

then wait or expect for images to come to them. They went out and pursued pictures.

On American streets poster art was a major form of public communication. In their

newspapers and magazines photography and hand drawn sketches pleasantly mixed.

Americans then of all classes, races, religions pursued their images. 

192 When it is done well, a fresco, a mural, gets better with time. You want to go fishing in

it. It ages visually like good wine. “A mural only appears to disclose itself at a glance.

Actually, its secrets require a long, patient look, an examination which does not wear

itself  out,  not  even in the space of  the mural,  but  which extends to  all  those who

prolong it.”137 It is a slower visual art than what we have grown use to in our age of

immediate  communication  and  automatic  satisfaction.  A  mural  is  not  a  disposable

commodity.

193 The Pursuit of Happiness. All things considered these murals are a set of tough-minded,

realistic images. No one smiles. (Neither, for that mater, does anyone in Michelangelo’s

Sistine Chapel frescoes, 1508-1512.) What bestselling US author and Methodist preacher

Norman  Vincent  Peale  celebrated  as  the  all-American  “happiness  habit  [...]  happy

thinking,” that ability to ever think positive, to arise and say out loud every morning:

Yes—“ ‘This is the day which the Lord hath made; we will rejoice and be glad in it’”—is

not in the Detroit Industry Murals.138 

194 Laborers are not happy worker bees. Emotional complications are not solved. The south

wall’s stern, paternal foreman (probably Ford production assistant M. L. Bricker, aka:

“Brick”) glares out at the viewer with his gimlet eyes. On the north wall the cluster of

workers—labelled  as  Bulgarian,  Texan,  Mexican,  Canadian,  German,  Yankee,  Negro,

Japanese and Swede by Rivera—muscle the production of the V-8 engine onward with

stern dignity.139 
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View of North Wall from back balcony

Photo taken by John Dean©

 
Core of workers on North Wall

Photo taken by John Dean©
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195 Likewise in the far lower left grey-blue predella panel of the north wall and the far

lower right predella panel of the south wall men and women arrive and depart from

work with grim determination. They are a wreck. But they have to go to work.

 
Men and women trudging home after a hard days work at the factory

Photo taken by John Dean©
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Workers clocking in to the factory

Photo taken by John Dean©

196 Pure Fantasy. This is not illusory appearances or day dreams based on desires. This is

Rivera’s idiosyncratic version of realism: “positive, denoting toughness, down to earth

attitudes to life or death and a practical outlook on the way things should be managed.”

A realism which in addition offers for the artist the “great advantage of ubiquitous

subject matter. Anything that actually happens or exists”—be it priest-like Henry Ford

instructing a hunched group of workers about the V-8 engine or a shapely, full-bodied

woman sorting pills ever so near to the gargoyle fat-headed managing chemist in the

south wall pharmaceutics panel—“is seen as worthy material.”140
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Henry Ford instructing workers on the new V-8 engine

Photo taken by John Dean©

 
Pharmaceuticals panel, South Wall

Photo taken by John Dean©
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197 It all needs to be seen, but it is not all good. In Rivera’s realism vision is included, a

remarkable sense of foresight, what’s seen or prophesied by the imagination.

198 This is also a realism open to debate. Since it’s a realism that is “tempered and reduced

in  a  work  ‘that  depicted  clean  and  well  fed  workers  in  apparent  harmony  with

management as well as with the latest technology’ ”—in a plant which, by 1933, was

down to twenty percent of pre-1929 levels.141 So should one call these murals visionary

realism? 

199 In any case, Rivera’s workers are neither duds nor depicted as the stifling kitsch of

Soviet Social Realism. As the recent Tate Gallery study noted about the Detroit Industry

Mural’s depiction of workers: unlike their Russian equivalents of the times, Rivera’s

American factory workers in Detroit “have the advantage of a freedom of an individual

response [...] and they are enriched too by their deep cultural allusions to his Indian

heritage.”142

200 People as Interchangeable Parts. Here in color is “progressive line production,” as the Ford

Motor Company called the assembly line. But not human widgets. Foregrounded is the

individual worker, the individual personality. No matter how driven, how volcanic, is

the mass production depicted—the workers are rich with dignity and always respected.

Here is labor in process. 

201 This is not workers having secured the product of their labor in recreation or leisure.

They are not watching movies or in the park on Sunday fooling around with their kids.

This is the heart of the matter. Making the machines work. That “labor is prior to, and

independent of, capital. Capital is only the fruit of labor, and could never have existed

if labor had not first existed. Labor is the superior of capital, and deserves much the

higher  consideration”143—in  the  words  of  one  of  Rivera’s  great  heroes,  Abraham

Lincoln.144

202 And the murals are almost always in color (except for the grisaille predella panels used

as commentary appendage to the color statements). It is a color that plays a psycho-

sensory role because it provokes our sensibilities and forces us to dredge up memories

from our own past,  to fasten ourselves to the frescoes with color as the link; color

functions as connective meshed with sprockets between our exterior, brighter human

nature and our interior, darker human passions.145

203 The  Detroit  industry  Murals  are  not  the  euphoric  idiocy  of  the  assembly  line  as

depicted by Charlie Chaplin in his movie Modern Times (1936); which is humorous, of

course,  but  a  vastly  overrated  and  cynical  depiction  of  both  industrialization  and

unions. In cinematic reference, Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927) offers far more fruitful

comparisons  to  the  Detroit  Industry  Murals.  The north and south walls  of  Rivera’s

murals are a much more genial, stoical and manly version of a factory compared to the

hysterical  opening factory sequence in  Fritz  Lang’s  Metropolis (1927). 146 But  they do

compare. Unlike Lang, Rivera’s workers are not spiritually exhausted, scalded to death

and consumed by Moloch, and Rivera’s factory is not set to explode. However, in place

of Moloch another deity looms over men’s industry. Coatlicue is natural, but she is not

kind.  The  implicit,  utopian  Marxism of  Lang’s  Metropolis is  replaced  by  a  visionary

tragic inevitability in the Detroit  Industry Murals.  It  is  not surprising that some of

Detroit’s  Christian  authorities  of  the  time  wanted  these  murals  destroyed.  Their

wisdom is primal, provocatively pre-Christian.
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204 In conclusion, nothing had been done in the United States of this magnitude and this

public  nature  until  Edsel  Ford’s  and  Diego  Rivera’s  Detroit  Industry  Murals  were

created.

205 More than any other work of its kind in its time, with Rivera’s Detroit achievement

Edsel Ford provided a gateway for FDR’s New Deal Federal Arts Project established in

1935 within the Works Progress Administration. But why were these murals misread or

underestimated  for  so  long?  The  Detroit  Industry  Murals  were  neither  a  failure  of

“tolerant  dilettantism”  nor  “a  protest  against  capitalism [and]  a  protest  against

industrialism,” as a critic contended as late as 1969.147 Here was a visionary alliance.

Underclass  and  overclass  in  union;  a  harmony  of  agrarian  and  industrial  cultures;

Rivera the bohemian, radical fantastico in prosperous association with Edsel Ford the

enlightened industrialist.

206 Previous works of public art in America bear little or no comparison in terms of social

scale, social engagement, holism, and general public exposure. It is not to be found in

the conflict,  chaos,  and misery of  Jose Orozco’s  Mexican mural  work in the United

States, nor in the surrealistic social realism and oneric hauntings of David Siqueiros’

best  Stateside  work.  It  is  matched by  nothing  Charles  Dana  Gibson’s  Committee  of

Pictorial  Publicity  achieved  under  the  federal  government’s  Committee  on  Public

Information, run by George Creel, during World War One. Or by the later achievements

of the Gibson Committee in New York City. 

207 The way of the mural in that time and place was “an economic and artistic answer to

the American artist’s dilemma.”148 And a way to successfully transmit popular culture

at  its  best.  As  the  genre  developed,  mural  painting  wasn’t  expensive;  appropriate

spaces  multiplied  quickly  under  the  Works  Progress  Administration;  public  space

became congenial place of common, non-commercialized communication.149

208 Ford’s patronage, Rivera’s work, their unique partnership shows why a “museum is a

citadel of civilization,” and “not a collection of curious and interesting objects”; how a

museum, a monument, a vast fresco can “become an integral part of our democratic

institutions”—and how “art  in  America  has  always  belonged to  the people  and has

never been the property of an academy or a class”150—as Franklin Delano Roosevelt

declared on radio, May 1939, soon after Edsel Ford has just spoken on the same show.

209 In sum, Edsel Ford’s creative facets were many. Business meant more than dollars and

cents. It’s a poor business that does not show a profit, but cash alone is not the profit.

Along with Edsel Ford’s partnership with his wife Eleanor Clay Ford, his own father and

mother, the Ford Motor Company, his smoky home town city of Detroit and the clear

skies of his Grosse Point Shores home—his legacy of businessman as artist is well worth

considering.
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Edsel Ford (1893-1943)

© Edsel & Eleanor Ford House, Grosse Point, MI., used with permission.
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